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Abstract
The presence of carbon dioxide in natural gas, synthetic gas and liquid streams
has prompted the industrial community to examine the properties of carbon dioxide
mixtures with the intent of finding novel methods for removing this acidic impurity.
Carbon dioxide is also of interest to researchers because it possesses a readily accessible
critical poin!. This has stimulated studies of the phase behaviour and thermodynamic
properties of supercritical fluid mixtures. particularly in systems used in supercritical
fluid chromatography (SFC) and supercritical fluid extraction (SFE). For both of these
applications. it is important to obtain information pertaining to the vapour-liquid phase
boundaries for the carbon dioxide milttures and their Ihermod)llamic properties O\'er a
wide range of pressure and temperature. The (COl + MeOHl system is of interesl to
applied research on fluid properties because the pure liquids have widely differing critical
points.
There are many experimental issues associated with supercritical fluids. and
laboratory equipment must be specially designed to handle these high pressure. high
temperature fluids. A high precision iSOlhermal microcalorimeter has been
,
commissioned to measure the excess molar enthalpy of mixing Hm for the mixture at
198.15 K and pressures of7.5 and 10.0 MPa. A platinum vibrating U-tube densitometer
with a specially designed injection system has been used to measure the densities of (CD:
+ MeOH) mixtures at temperalUres from 298.15 K to 523.15 K and pressures up to 10.0
,
MPa. from which excess molar volumes Vmwere calculated.
Thc H~ Cur\'es display sigmoidal shapes and negativc minima in thc mcthanol-
rich regions and were observed at both pressures, A positivc maximum at high CO: mole
fraction, Xco~, was obtained at thc higbcr pressure. Thesc results, along with those
obtained for (CO~ + McOH) mixtures from Christensen et aL (1987) 3t higher
lemperatures werc intcrprcted in tcons of the statcs of the mixtures and pure components"
The volumetric results obtained from the density data showed negati\"c v~ results
that became mueh more negative as the temperature was increased. Reduced excess
molar volumes V~ = V~ I (x(l-x)) obtained at high xro~ showed very large nC£3ti\"e
deviations lTom ideal behaviour. indicating strong interactions between $upercritieal CO:
and molecular methanoL Thc v~ data wcre used to dctermine thc apparcnt molar
\'o[umes and the standard partial molar volumes of CO~ and methanol in the mixtures
Once again, thc results were imcrpteted in terms of phase behaviour of thc mixture
relati\"e to Ihe pure components,
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Chapter I: Introduction
1.1 The Importallce of (Carboll Dioxide + Solveal) Mixlures
The properties of binary carbon dioxide mixtures have attracted considerable
anention in recent years. The presence of this acidic gas in natural gas, synthetic gas
(refinery gas) and liquid streams has prompted the studies of(CO~ + solvent) mixtures. It
is desirable to remove acidic impurities (C02, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide) from !PS
streams. as th~y can poison catalysts vital in subsequent gas processing. Specifications of
product quality related to end·use and environmental slandards also require the remo\-al
of these impurities. Carbon dioxide is the mosl widely used solvent for the critical
extraclion of natural prodUCIS because ofils easily obtainable critical point and non-toxic
properties. 11 is also of interest 10 researchers seeking to study the fundamental phase
behaviour and thermodynamic properties of mixtures in the near critical and supercritical
regions.
The removal of carbon dioxide from gas streams mUSI be accomplished at high
pressure and may be done so through absorption or chemical reaction treatmcnt
processes. Absorption involves the transfer of carbon dioxide from Ihe gaseous phase to
the liquid phase by dissolution into a polar organic solvent. These solvents are known as
"physical" solvenls. The second class of treatment processes involves chemical reactions
of an acid-base type between the acidic gas and a chemical base. usually an amine, in
aqueous solution. These "chemical" solvents have large heats of regeneration and limited
absorption capacities. The chemical solvents are also usually more costly. corrosi\"e.
environmemally unfriendly and may cause undesirable side ~aclions. II would be
desirable for gas proc:essing industries to lind an absorbent that would selecti\'e1y and
successfully remove carbon dioxide impurities from gas streams while reducing the cOS!
for regeneration of the absorbent and eliminating caustic purchasing and disposal costs.
The choice of S<llvent depends on the design constraints associated with the cartx>n
dioxide removal proc:ess. Physical solvents are preferred when the panial pressure of
acidic gas is high. whereas the chemical S<llvents are preferred under conditions of lower
partial pressures. The tendency in recent years has been to favour physical rather than
chemical solvents. The S<llubilities of acidic gases in physical solvents. along with
thermodynamic data for the solutions that are related to temperature and pressure arc
fundamental quantities needed for the design and evaluation of absorption syslems (Kohl
and Riesenfeld, 1974). Methanol is an example of a good physical solvenl and is
commc.nly employed in a gas purification technique called the ~Rectisol Process" in
.....hich the methanol is used to remove C~. and other impurities. by physical absorption
(Kohl and Riesenfeld, 1974).
A recent development in the characterization of raw material is the use of
supercritical fluids in supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) and supercritical fluid
extraction (SFE). Due in pan to its easily accessible critical poim and its natural
abundance. carbon dioxide is the most commonly used fluid in SFC and SFE. Despite
this. carbon dioxide is still greatly limited in ils ability 10 function as an ideal solvent in
supercritical fluid work. It is unable to solvate or efficiently extract large or polar
molecules. The solubility of polar species in supercrilical carbon dioxide may be altered
or enhanced by adding small amounts of a second solvent. 1mo\\11 as 3 modifier. to the
mixture. Methanol is one such modifier (Taylor et aI.• 1997).
II is essential in SFC and SFE that the system prc:s5ure is kept sufficiently high to
ensurc that a one.ph~ mixture ensues. Therefore, information pertaining 10 the \"apour·
liquid phase boundaries for the (CCh ... modifier) and its thermodynamic propenics on:r:t
rangc of pressure and tcmperaturc is essential. The enthalpy of mixing data for the lCO:
+- solvent) mixtures presented in this thesis have been collected using a commercial CSC
4400 isothermal microcalorimclcr{Calorimetric Science Corporation), similar to the now
calorimeters used in Christensen's laboratory at Brigham Young Univcrsity (sec for
example. Christensen et al., 1983). As well, a vibrating U-tube densitometer. similar to
the o~ used by Albm and Wood (1984) for nuids at high temperafure and pressure. was
used in this work to measure the densities and volumes of (CO: + methanol) mixtures
from which equations of state can be derived.
Mixing is the process that occurs when two liquids are combined together to form
a solulion. and is described as follows:
n"A + nBB +... -+ Solution 1l.1)
where the letters represent the different components of the mixture and n, is the number
of moles of component i. Mixing is a spontaneous process that serves to lower the Gibbs
energy of the mixture:
where a, is the activity in solution and is calculated as:
a. =Ya..,x,
(1.2)
IU)
The tenn YR., from eq 1.3 refers to the Raoulfs law activity coefficient of
component i and x, is the mole fraction. For an ideal solution. YR., = I and thc Gibbs
energy for one mole of solution is represented as:
Other lhennodynamic propenies of the ideal mixture are easily calculated from cq 1.4:
(1.51
(1.6)
(1.11
(LSI
In ideal solutions.. the molecules A and B are of similar siz~ and th~ A-A, B-B and A-B
interactions are of~ual SlmIgth and energy (Ott and BoericKJ3tes. 2(00).
Real solutions deviat~ from Raoult's law sinc~ the ~n~rgies associated with the A-
A and B-B int~ractions are not th~ same as those for A-B interactions. The difference on
forming one mole of mixlUre and one mole of ideal mixture is expressed as the exccss
propeny (y~) orthat mixture.
Y~=d"",Ytn'~'Y': 0.91
Real solutions may also be expressed in terms of their partial molar properties.
which represent the change in an extensive property per mole of solute "i' caused by an
infinitesimal addition of the solute. They can also be viewed as the change in the molar
property of the solution upon the addition of one mole ofsolule to a very large amount of
solution al constant temperature and pressure and are given by:
(1.10)
wha-e V. is thc partial molar property of eomponcnl n. In Ibis case. Ibc volume of Ihe
solulion is so largc lhal !he addition of onc molc of thc solutc has no effect on Ihe
conecmralion. 1lIe tOlal property of Ihc real solulion (Y..,In) is a fuoclion of the partial
molar propcrties oflhceomponcnlS and is cxpressed as follows:
(1.111
Partial molar properties are often detcnnined by measuring thc apparent molar property
ofthcsolulc. Y•.1:
(1.12,
wherc V",ln is the IOlalthermodynamic property. vt is thc property value for the pure
soh·cm and n, and n~ arc Ihe nwnber of moles of solvent and solutc respectivcly. .-\1
infinite dilution. !he apparent molar quantity is equal to Ihc standard partial molar
quantity ofthc solutc, Y;:
(1.131
From the definilions of excess properties and apparent molar properties. it
follows thai the Iwo quantilies arc: intc:rrc:lalcd (Perron and Desnoyers, 1992). These
relationships arc: sho\\T1 in c:qs 1.14 and 1.15:
lim {Y~[x~(I.x~)Jl = ~- Y~: lim (Y:;(x!(I,x~>H - v'; -Y~ (1.151
,:_0 ,:.... 1
Although excess properties may be: beneficial in illustrating the magnitude of dC\'iation
from ideality. interactions at low compositions may be hidden. Reduced e.~cess
properties. which are more sensitive 10 the composition. are useful in investigating dilute
regions ofmixlu~ (PeTTOn and Desnoyers., 1992). A reduced excess property is defined
11.161
Reduced exeess functions are related to the apparent molar properties by c:q I.I~.
Extrapolating to Ihe two ends of the mole fraction range (x! - 0 and I l. as shown in eq
1.15. will provide the two standard partial molar properties ~ al infinite dilution from the
intercepts, '~- Y~.
Thermodynamic properties such as enthalpy and volume aI'e known for many
s)'5tems at ambient conditions. Howe:\·er. since: not all naturally occurring :uld
induslrially designed processes take place under such conditions. knowledge ofho\\" lhese
properties change with temperature. pressure and composition is required.
A pure fluid possesses a liquid-vapour critical point that is uniquely defined by
temperature. pressure and density. The critical temperature. T~. is lhe temperalure aoo\"c
which the fluid cannot exist as a liquid. and the critical pressure. pc. is the minimum
pressure needed to liquefy a gas at its critiealtemperature (Atkins. 1997). Above lhe
critical poim. it is no longer possible to distinguish between the liquid and vapour forms
of the fluid and phase separation is therefore not possible. This occurs bttause the
thermal motions of the moleeules are able to o"'ercome any attnlCtions between them.
Just above the critical point. a highly compressible fluid known as a supercritical fluid is
formed. This fluid has both gas-like and liquid-like characteristics. Below the critical
temperature and at the saturation pressure ~) a coexisting saturated \'apour and
saturated liquid describe the equilibrium state. At higher pressures. p > P.., and T < T<.
only the liquid or solid phase is stable.
Long range colTtlations between the molecules at the critical point cause densilY
fluctuations and critical opalescence in the fluid as increasingly larger domains of the
nuid experience density nuctuations. Theoretical critical exponents. e.g. p<- 31Id 0". arc
used in equations or state to describe the critical behaviour or the sol\'ent (aU and
Boerio-Gates. 2(00), For example, the strong discontinuities in density (pJ and heal
capacity (Cp ), that occur at the critical point.. are described by the expressions
(p(p,) ac (IT-TeIITe)ile
Cp ac (IT-TeIITe)"'"
(1.17)
(\.IS,
These cITects cause other thermodynamic variables to undergo singularities at the critical
point. For example. the thermal expansivity, compressibility and hcat capacity all
become infinite at the critical point.
Chemical mixtures also exhibit critical beha\'iour similar to !hat of the pure Ouids,
The dependence or Ihe critical point on pressure, temperature and composition (p"., and
T,,_, \"s. Xc. where the subscript c denotes a critical property) is called the wcritical locus",
A complete critical locus for a mixture is a plot showing regions of supercritical and
subcritieal beha\iour. The critical behaviour of the mixtures can be classified into fi\'c
'"types" that arise from the nature of the components of which the mixture consists t\"an
Konynenburg and Scott, 1980).
If the experimental conditions are such that the temperalUre lies between thc
critical temperatures of the two pure solvents and the pressure is below the critical locus.
liquid-vapour phase separation at the saturation pressure, PAlo is possible for all Typc I
mixtures. If phase separation has occurred, increasing the temperature will cause the
composition of the two phases to approach each other until the critical point of the
mixture is reached. At this point the ""'0 phases merge and a single phase is observed.
Depending on the behaviour of the mixture, "'ower" and "upper" critical solution
temperatures and pressures can exist (Ott and Bcxrio-Goates. 2000).
1.4 (Carboll Diodde + Sol"flll) S)'SlemS
The large volume of pVT data collected for carbon dioxide have made it possible
to accurately describe carbon dioxide by an equation of state. NISI represents the
thennodynamie surface of carbon dioxide by an empirical multiparameter classical
equation of state (McCarthy and Arp. 1986), This treatment is based on a modified
Bcncdict·Webb-Rubin equation of state (MBWR) which describes Ouids more accurately
than the more familiar cubic equations of stale (e.g. the van del' Waals equation). The
fonnulation for mis equation of state consists of an equation for the Helmholtz t"ncrgy
(per unit mass) as a function of temperature: and density. All omer thennod~namic
properties can be obtained by differentiating me HelmhollZ energy surface. Conditions
of vapour-liquid equilibrium can be established by finding a pressure where the \'apour
and liquid phases have identical fugacities (i.e. idemical chemical potcmials). The
critical properties for carbon dioxide are listed in Table 1.1.
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Tabl~ 1.1 Critical Properties for Pure Carbon Dioxid~·
Critical Property
Temperntur~. Tc I K
Pressure. Pc/MPa
Volum~.Vc I cmJ·mor l
Density. Pc / mol·cm·)
• Angus et al.. 1976
II
Valu~
304.2
7.376
93.9
0.01063
Excess molar enthalpies. H;, hav~ bttn m~asured for binary mixtures of (CO: -
hydroc:ubonl, (CCh + alkanoll, and (CCh + aqucous arnin~) using flow calorimeters.
especially by Christensen's group at Brigham Young University (1983. 198~. 1985.
1986.1987. 1988). Th~ various (CO:! + hydrocarbon) mixlures Ihal hav~ been m~asurctl
includ~ decane. cycloh~xan~. toluene, and pentane at temperatures from 293.15 K 10
573.15 K and up to 12.50 MPa. d~p~nding on the hydrocarbon. The mole fraclion
dependence ofH~ and v~ is very dependent on the phase b~haviour oflne system. The
sign and magnitude of H~ have been int~rpreted by comparing Ihe states of the ml.'«(urcs
relati\'e 10 those of the two pure components. Transitions from a low-densily to a high.
density supercritical fluid, and phase changes below th~ critical locus can produce 13Ig.:
changes in H~. When the states ;wi densities of both components are simil3I. H~ are
negative or slightly positive. When the Slales are differenl,me sign and magnitude of H~
depends on the state of the resulting mixture:. Low-density fluids and gases thaI form
high-density or liquid mixtures result in negative H~ values. On the other hand. positive
H;, are the result of high-density or liquid components fonning low-density or gaseous
mixtures (Christ~nsen et aI., 1986). All hydrocarbons show linear excess enthalpy
behaviour in CO~-rich mixtures under certain p and T conditions corresponding 10 IWO
phase mixtures, and large negative H; values near carbon dioxide's criticallemper.tture
(Zhao, 1996). This arises from the large changes in Cp..... V'" and isobaric thermal
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expansivity (a) that occur in supen::ritic:al CD, near the critical point (levelt-Senge:rs.
1991). In their work with (CD, + deane). Christensen experienced problems with
mixing and reproducibility (1986).
H~ results for carbon dioxide mixtures with methanol. n-propanol. n-butanol. and
n-octanol were published together in a single paper in whie:h Christensen et al. (1988)
compared the effects of alkanol chain length. As the chain length of the alkanol
increased. Christensen showed that the maximum value of the excess enthalpy decreased
and occurred at increasingly higher carbon dioxide content. A modified Soave equation
of state was used to represent H~ over the temperature and pressure range used. To
minimize: the standard deviation obtained by fitting the equation to experimental data.
Christensen introduced an interaction parameter ~. which was varied with temper-lIure:
and pressure to improve the fining. Ideally. k.t. should be zero. However. Christensco's
group found interaction parnmeters that were as high as 1.3 in some cases. This shows
the \'ery non-ideal behaviour of(CD, + alcohol) mixtures.
(C~ + amine) mixtures represent the class of "chemical~ solvents. because
carbon dioxide reacts with the amines to fonn carbamates (Kohl and Riesenfeld. 197-U.
In studies such as those of Oscarson et aI. (1989) the calorimeter results were used 10
delennine the saturated loading point of carbon dioxide (i.e.• the mols of CO: absorbed
per mol of amine) and to measure the enthalpy of absorption. 6H>!l>orbod. In work done
with diethanolamine. DEA. (Oscarson et aI., 1989) and methyldiethanolamine. MDEA
(Merkely et al.. 1987). it has been found that aH.boo<bood is independent of the amount of
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carbon dioxide absorbed below the satwation loading point and that it approaches zero
asymptotically past the satunUion point. Chemical equilibrium was ensured by chei:king
to see that no now rale dependency existed. The effects of x. p. and T ".med with the
type of amine,
The (CO! + HzO) system has been extensively studied due to its importance as a
model for steam injection and combustion processes. geothermal water systems. ,'arious
pollution control problems. and seawater and blood chemistry. Barbero et aJ. (19831 and
HM'dkovsky el al. (1996) reported "olumetric data for the (CO! ... H!O) system as a
funclion oftemperalure and pressure while solubility data ha\'e been published by Wiebe
and Gaddy (1940) and Crovelto and Wood (1992). The (CO: + H~) system is described
as follows:
(1.19)
Following this step. dissolved carbon dioxide reacts with Ihe solvent waler to fonn
carbonic acid:
(1.20,
Often the speciation of aqueous carbon dioxide is represented by a single neutral
"species" H:CO; where:
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(1.211
The neutral species is also in equilibrium with HCO~(aq) and CO~~ (aq).
The equilibrium distribution of carbon dioxide between the water and the air is
described by Henry's Law and is expressed by the Henry's Law constant, Kll:
(1.22)
where Kit has been determined to be 0.0347 mol·L·(·atm· l 011298.15 K and [ aim {Palmer
and van Eldik. 1983). Reviews by Palmer and van Eldik (1983) and Gallagher <:1 011.
(1993) describe the carbon dioxide and water system and its thermodynamic behaviour in
more detail.
1.5 The (CO: + /\teOH) S)'$tem
1.5.1 Pure Metb..ol
Methanol is a very polar solvent with hydrogen bonded networks and chains in
the liquid phase. It forms H·bonded complexes in nonpolar liquid solvents. Its critical
properties arc listed in Table 1.2.
Methanol is highly hygroscopic and aqueous impurities reduce its vapour pressure
IS
Table 1.2 Crilical Properties fOf" Pure Methanol
Critical Property
Tempetalure. Te I K
Pressure. pc I MPa
Volume. Vo I cm'·mor
l
Density. Po I mol-cm·J
• de Reuck and Craven. 1993
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Value
512.65
7.99
118
0.00860
and increase its density (Cheng and Kung. 1994). While much care was taken to ;l\-oid
moisture in this work, eliminating all water impurities in methanol is vinually impossible
Methanol also adsorbs easily onto many surfaces, creating a potential source of error.
Polymerization of methanol in the vapour state is another troublesome phenomenon lor
researchers working at high temperatures (Goodwin. 1987). The pVT propenies of
mc:thanol are described by a virial equation of state that is constrained to the fonnulated
coexistence boundary (de Reuck and Craven, 1993). This isochoric equation or state
gives pressure as a function of temperature along paths of constant density which
originate on the liquid.vapour crilical locus. Because or its small size and large
anisotropy. methanol is a difficult molecule to treat theoretically. and comparison with
experimental data shows that Goodwin's equation of state is not valid under high
temperature and pressure conditions (Friend. 200 I).
I.S.2 Crilical L(KUS for ttlt (CO! + MtOH) S)'Sttm
A knowledge of Ihe critical locus of the (C02 + MeOH) system is imponant to
ensure that our measurements lie in the critical and single-phase fluid region. Most or the
literature studies 10 detennine the critical locus for the (C02 + MeOH) syslem employed
specially designed sight gauges or view cells. The critical loci were detennined visually
by observing the disappearance and reappearance of gas-liquid meniscus or bubbles in a
closed cell upon changing temperatures and pressures (Brunner_ 1985; Gurdial et aL
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1993; Reighard et al.. 1996). When visual cells are not sufficiently accurate or when
con\'enience dictated. inverse gas chromatographic methods can be employed in nO\'cl
ways to determine the critical locus (Brunner. 1987; Ziegler et al .• 1995).
Studies on the poT plane of the crilical locus for the (CO~+MeOH) system at
elC\'aled temperatures show the system 10 display Type I phase beha\';our according to
van Konyenburg and Scolt's classification (Section 1.3). Type I ph~ beha\'iour
describes a critical locus that smoothly and continuously joins the two critical end poims
of the pure liquids. It is observed for binary mixtures with components of similar
chemical type or of similar critical properties. The critical boundary shown in Figure 1.1.
taken from a paper by Ziegler (1995). is a cominuous mixture critical cun:e connc<:ting
the critical poims of the pure carbon dioxide and methanol. Above this CUl'ye. a single
supercritical fluid phase exists. The area below the curve represents Ihe region where
one-phase liquid. one-phase vapour and liquid-vapour phases are possible. The phuc
behaviour below this curve is determined by the composition of the mixture. A thorough
study on the p-T-x plane for (C~+MeOH) mixtures at tempcralUfC5 up 10 373 K by
Reighard et al. (1996) provided more detailed infonnation about this system. Reighard's
three-dimensional plot for the vapour-liquid phase behaviour for the (C~ + MeOHI
mixture is shown in Figure 1.2 and Brunner's isothennal phase equilibrium plot is given
in Figure 1.3. As before, the region above the curve represents the one phase liquid or
supcrcritical fluid phase. The area under the curve is the two·phase liquid-vapour region.
At very low pressures, a single-phase vapour region also occurs.
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Figure 1.1 The crilical locus for (CCh + MeOH) as a function of temperature
and pressure as determined by Brunner et al. (1985. 1981) and
liegleret al. (1995). 11. pure CCh; V. pure methanol.
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Figure 1.2 Three-dimensional plot of (C02 + MeOH) vapour-liquid phase
behaviour as a function of pressure, temperature and composition
from 298.15 K to 373.15 K. As detennined by Reighard et al.
(1996).
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Figure 1.3 lsothennal phase equilibrium o(xCOl + (l-x)MeOH). Re-plottcd
from Brunner et al. (1987).
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1.6 The Redlich-Kisler Eq"lioI,
Excess propeny data for fluid mixtures is often expressed by the Redlich-Kister
equation (Redlich and Kister. 1948). This equation provides a convenient method for
rc-presenling the excess properties and classifying different types of solvent-solvent
interactions in liquid solutions. The Redlich-Kister equation is an expanded fonn of the
Margules equation. having the fonn:
(1.23)
where the imeraction tenns. A,. are least-squarfi parameters. The Margulcs equation
(i=O) is symmetric in x: and produces a parabola when Y~ is ploued against x:. The
shape of the parabola is controlled by the value of the interaction parameler used. The
Redlich-Kister equation is a mace flexible fitting function. The even-powered cotm:tion
tenns (A:. Ai ...). are symmetric in x: and are used to flatten or sharpen the parabola. The
parameters of odd power are inserted into the equation to skew the parabola either to the
left or to the right. They are able to do so because of their asymmetric relationship 10 X!.
In practice. an adequate number of tenns are applied to obtain the most statistically
significant "best- fit of the Redlich-Kister equation to experimental data. One must be
careful when fitting data to equations of this type:, as correlations may be meaningless if
too many parameters are needed to adequately fit the curve. Generally no more than four
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parameters should be requi~ in the correlation (Perron et at. 1992). rfmore terms are
n~ed. an alternative approach should be: considered. An alternative. more general form
of the Redlich-Kister equation has been used extensively by research groups working
.....ith binary and ternary carbon dioxide mixtures. Christensen and co-workers (1984.
1985. and 1986) have adapted the use of rational functions (ratios of polynomials) as the
method of choice for expressing excess properties of carbon dioxide. The ratio is
expreued by Van Ness and Abbott (1982) as:
This was the form of the equation used to obtain the best fits to data measured in this
work.
1.7.1 Solulio. C.~rilllden
Solution chemistry is !he study of physical propenies and chemical reactions
occuning between species in the liquid phase. It embraces systems of chemical.
biological and physical interest. Calorimetry is an important tool in solution chcmiSlry
because many thermodynamic properties of solutes may be obtained by solution
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calorimetry. Since 1960, the use of calorimetry in solution sludies has been extended to
systems under extreme conditions of temperature and pressure (Somsen. 1994). The
development of flow calorimeters by thennochemical research groups. such as those at
Brigham Young University and the University of Delaware. introduced new methods for
obtaining accurate enthalpies of mixing, dilution. or reaction, and partial molar heat
capacities (Somsen. 1994). Flow calorimetry has also made a substantial contribution to
the collection of data for supercritical fluids. In heal of mixing flow calorimetry. two
liquids flow continuously through a mixing chamber at constant flow rate and pressure.
The heat change measured in the mixing chamber is proportional to the known flow ratc
and the heat released from the chemical reaction. Heat capacity flow calorimcters
measure the power required to impose a fixed temperature increment on a flowing sample
of solution relative to that for pure water. A further advancement in solution calorimetry
was the development of highly sophisticated microcalorimeters of various designs. most
onen used for biophysical purposes. These are able to measure accurate enthalpy
changes for very small samples on short time scales.
Calorimeters are classified by the methods they use to measure the heats evolved
during the process. The three most widely used calorimeters are (I) adiabatic
calorimeters. (2) isoperibol calorimeters and (3) iSOlhermal calorimeters. Other
calorimeter designs are also available.
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(I) Adiabalic Calorimeters
An adiabalic caJorimeler consists of an insulated reaction vessel and a heat shield
placed within a thennostaned water bath. The heat shield surrounds the reaction \'essel
and is maintained 201 the same tempenl~ to prevent the exchange of heal belwttr\ the
reaclion \'essel and the surrounding. i.e. q = O. The temperature of the sunounding is kept
constant by a thermostaued bath while the temperature of the calorimeler vessel itself
changes as heat is evolved during lhe reaction. The enthalpy of reaction can be
calculated from the temperature change in the reaction vessel. The precision ofadiabatic
calorimeters is about 0.02 per cent (Cordfunke and Ouweltjes, 1994) bUlthis advantage is
offset by their complicated construction and instrumcntation, and their expense.
(2) lsoperibol Calorimeters
An isopcribol calorimeter also consists of an insulated calorimetric vessel placed
inside a conslant temperature waler bath. but in this case there is no temper.llUrl:-
controlled heat shield present to ensure thai no heat flows between the reaction vessel and
the bath. While most of the heat evolved is accumulated in the reaction vessel, some heat
is exchanged with the surrounding. The enthalpy of reaction is calculated from the
temperature change during the chemical process. as measured wilh high-sensiti\'it),
thennistors. Although the accuracy of isoperibolic calorimeters is not as great as that of
the adiabatic ones (within 0.2 per cent), they have the advantage of being simpler in
construclion and operation (Albert and Archer, 1994) and are most suitable for fast
reactions.
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(3) Isothermal Calorimetm
An isothermal calorimeter consists of a reaction \'essel placed inside a constant
temperature water bath where complete heat exchange between the vessel and the
surrounding is allowed. The healS of mixing are measured by monitoring the energy
needed to maintain the reaction vessel at the same temperature as its surrounding:
T............. '" T_.-1 - Constant (1.:!:51
Isothermal calorimeters are among the most widely used calorimeters for determining
heats of mixing in research and have the advantage that slow reactions may be studied
since heat leaks arc minimized.
lsothennal calorimetm consist of two types based on either the "heat flux" or
"power-compensated" design principle. "Heat Flux" or "Heat Flow" calorimeters arc
passive calorimeters that monitor the healS of reaction by placing a large constant
temperature heat sink. such as a copper plate. in contact with the reaction vessel. The
heat sink must be a good enough conductor, so that all of the heat exchange occurs along
the heat sink. instead of through the insulated reaction vessel walls into the surrounding
water bath. Thermopiles, or other measuring devices, are placed between the plale and
the reaction vessel to monitor the now of heat between the reaction vessel and the heat
sink.
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A scnematic diagram ofa typical neat-now calorimeter is illustrated in Figure IA.
In a heat-now calorimeter. thermopiles Of" solid state Peltier devices are connected to the
reaction vessel to provide a means of measuring the energy now from the cell into a heat
sink at the same temperature as the reaction vessel. These are mounted in a cylindrical
construction around the reaction vessel or at the base of the vessel in contact with the heat
sink. with a defined thermal resistance between the vessel and the sink. The heat released
or consumed during the mixing process initially causes a temperature change ~tween the
\'csscl and the surroundings and is immediately followed by a relaxation process in which
the heat nows in or out of the cell to re-establish isolhermal conditions. A record of the
time dependence of this temper.l.ture difference allows us to measure lhe hCi11 00\\
according to the following:
q. IlRlh f.6T(t) (1.26)
This equation lakes into accounl lhc small lime-dependent temperature difference
betv,'CCT\ the vessel wall and the heat sink (.6T{l)) and thermal resistance <Ra.) of the
thermopile (Zhao. 1996).
"Power-compensated" calorimeters are active calorimelers in which the \'essel
temperature is actively controlled by regulating a series of electrical heaters and coolers.
By using a Peltier device to add heat to or remove heat from the vessel. the temperature
difference between the vessel and surroundings is minimized and isolhermal conditions
27
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Figure 1.4 Schematic diagram of a heat-flow calorimclcr. (I) reaclion vessel. (2)
reference cell. (3) lhennopiles and (4) heat sink.
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are maintairw:d. Th~ healing or cooling power required by th~ Peltier d~vice (0 maintain
the "essel at constant tempern.tur~ is used to mcasur~ the healS or mixing in power·
compensated calorimeters.
A schematic illustr.ltion of a power<empensated isothermal calorimeter is shown
in Figure 1.5. For this type or calorimeler. isothermal conditions are maintained by
means of either a negative heat flux or a positive heat flux provided by a Peltier device.
depending on whether exothennic or endothennic mixing has occurred in the reaction
vessel. That is to say thai the temperature of the vessel is forced to follow that of the
surroundings at all times. If we define the power generated by the mixing process PI(tl
and that of the compensating heater power p!(t) the condition th3t the calorimeter rollo\\ 5
is:
(1.27)
The simplest way of achieving good mixing between 1\"'0 componcots withoUi the
us~ or mechanical stirrers. for which heat correclions must be applied. is to u~ a flow
cell (Somsen, 1994). Flow cells typically consist of a T.piece at which lwo fluids are
brought together, such as the one shown in Figure 1.6. The fluids 110w into the cell
through separate tubing and are allowed to come to thermal equilibrium with the
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Figure 1.5 Schemalic diagram ora power-compcnsaled isothermal calorimeter.
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Figure 1.6 Schematic diagram ofa flow-mixing cell. The cell sho....-n here is a
esc now-mixing cell.
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surrounding bath before reaching the tee piece. The two fluids arrive at the tee joint 3t
scpar.ite entranc.:s and mixing occurs inside the tce piece. A homogeneous mixture nO\\ s
OUI through the remaining pathway and is carried away from the calorimeter through a
third tube called the outlet. Flow cells arc usually designed to operate at low now rates in
order to conserve the sample material. Flow cells have the advantages of eliminating the
time-consuming stcps of weighing and filling calorimeter vessels. Also. the time nttdC(j
to reach thennal equilibrium prior to measurement is greatly reduced.
To achieve greater sensitivity and stability. two identical calorimeter now cells
can be connected in a differential mode known as a twin arrangement (Ott and Wormald.
1994). The s:lrTlple is pumped through one of the cells while a reference fluid is pumped
through the other. Since it is vinual1y impossible to maintain truly isothermal conditions.
this arrangement is used to eliminate some of the noise caused by temperature
fluctuations in the water bath and produces more stable signals.
The general principle of differential now calorimetry is illustrated in Figure 1.7.
As described above. the reactant fluids A and B arc flowed separately into the calorimet\.'f
v~1 at constant flow rate and brought together in a mixing chamber. Mixture AB
leaves the calorimeter through another piece of tubing placed after the mixing t~. A
duplicate flow system. through which a fluid of similar heat capacity (shown here as
mixture AB) is circulated, is used as a reference.
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Figure 1.7 Schematic diagram ofa differemial now calorimeter.
J3
It is essential in now calorimctry to havc reliablc now pumps because lack of a
constant and reproduciblc flow is often a major sourcc of error. Reciprocating OUId
syringc pumps de'..cloped for high pressure and liquid chromatography (HPlC, h3\"C
been widely used for this application. Care must also be takcn to ens~re COASIOUIt
pressure conditions during a calorimetric run. Whilc Cll:cess enthalpies may be mcasured
for mixtures ncar a critical point using a now calorimcter. the aCCUldCY of the results
depends on the accuracy of pressure, tcmperature and flow ratc readings.
At tcmperaturcs and pressures within one per cent of the critical locus. problems
associated with the high compressibility of the sample fluid may be expected lOti and
Wonnald. 1994). The small pressure gradienlthat is required to make a fluid now Will
result in large thermodynamic differences near the critical point. As well. the time
required to reach equilibrium for near-critical fluids may be longer than the residence
time in the calorimeter. Another problem is that associated with the presence or
impurities within the mixing components.
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II was firsl demonstrated in 1969 by KJalky eI OIl. !hat the densily of a nuid can be
obtained by measuring the natUIllI vibrational frequency of a lube containing lhat nuid.
The osci!lation frequencyoflhe U shaped tube is dependent on the total mass oflhe lube.
and hence the density ofthe liquid nowing through it. according to the relationship:
(1.281
where A and K are conslants characteristic to the vibrating lube assembly. K is
calculated from Ihe lime periods (t) and known densities (p) of two reference solutions:
(1.29)
Once the densitomeler has been calibrated. the density of a solution can be determined by
lheequation:
(1.]01
where P..,ln and p,. are the densities of the solution and solvent and t..,ln and t l are the
corresponding resonance time periods.
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Densitometers of thc type used in our work consist of a V-tube mounted in a
support block such that a permanent magnet rests between the arms of the tube through
which the solution is circulated. Two inconel rods attached to the V-tube are positioned
between the poles of the magnet. One is used to carry a controlled alternating electrical
current to the V-tube and which causes the tube to vibrate. The vibration of the second
rod in the magnetic field of the magnet induces an AC current that is carried back 10 a
feedback amplifier to sense the fTl:quency of the vibration. A lock-in amplifier maintains
the vibrations at the resonance frequency of the V-tube. HPlC now systems arc used 10
inject the sample solution into the vibrating tube. Vibrating V-tube densitometers used in
high pTl:ssure and temperature work are not commercially available and only a fc\\
research instruments have been built. The high temperature and pressure densitomcter
used in this work was constructed in our lab by Xiao (1997). based on a design by Alben
and Wood (1984). A complete description of the densitometer used in this work can bc
found in Section 2.3.
1.9 Goals ud Obj«tivn ofThis Work
As previously described. thermodynamic properties of carbon dioxide mixtures
are of importance to the gas processing industry and in the extraction of solutes from ra\\
materials via $FE and SFC. The effects of temperature and pressure on phase equilibria.
excess properties, and reduced properties are of particular interest.
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Although many data have al~ady been collected for the (CO!+MeOH) system at
low temperatures and pressures. the results are incomplete. and the temperature rnnges
studied do not cxtend up to or beyond the critical point of methanol. In some cases. then:
is poor agreement between the results obtained from experiments carried out under
similar conditions by difTerrnt researchers. This has been attributed to the difficulties of
\\'orting with supercritical Ouids (Ziegler et 011.. 1995).
The goal of this work is to obtain accurate thennodynamic data for (CO:.,.McOH I
mixtures that will extend the existing literat~ database to include the entire mole
fraction range at temperatures up to and beyond the critical temperature of methanol. A
significant pan of this work is in the commissioning. modification and application of the
instrumentation (microca[orimeter and densitometer) to obtain accurate thermodynamic
results for superc:ritical mixtures.
Thus. the objectives of this work are:
(I) Commissioning of a commercial microcalorimeter and Oow injection cell. new 10
our labor.atory. that is capable of measuring accurate heals of mixing for
supettritical Ouids.
(2) Measurement of the excess enth.alpies and volumes for (C02+MeOH) mixtures
o\'er the whole mole f'raction range. and the application of the Redlich·Kister
equation to represent the data.
(3) Detennination of standard panial molar properties. where possible. from a
treatment based on reduced excess volumes.
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Chapter 2: Experimental
2.1 Materials
The gaseous carbon dioxide used throughout this won:: was obtained from Canada
Liquid Air ( ~ 99.7"/_). An extra high-pressure nitrogen tank (used with a regulator Idted
at 6000 psi). also obtained from Canada Liquid Air. was used to pressurize the systems in
this work. ACS grade methanol (99.8%) and anhydrous ethanol were obtained from SDH
and Aldrich respectively. HPLC grade propylene carbonate (99.7%) was obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich. All soh/ems were used as is. The ethanolamine and the surfactant lauryl
sulfate (commonly referred to as sodium dodecyl sulphate or simply SDS). used during
the seoping calorimetry experiments on aqueous amines and surfactants respecti\·ely.
were obained from the Aldrich Chemical Company and Sigma. Both were sold as 99--_
purity grade and no further purifications were considered necessary. Aqueous solutions
of the amine and surfactant were prepared by mass. using nanopure water ha\'ing a
resistivity of < 18 MQ·cm·1• Prior to use, the water was boiled to remove any dissoh'ed
carbon dioxide and sealed in polyethylene boules. This water was also '.!Sed as a
reference nuid in the densitometry work.
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2.2 [l[~rsJ Molar [lItllalpy orMil:illg, HE.
2.2.1 Tile bo,lIum.1 Flow He.,-or-MiIi_1 System
The- calorimeter used in this work is a Calorimetry Sciences Corp. CSC .wOO
isothermal microcalorimeter. The design of this calorimeter allows for reliable
measurements of power outputs as low as ± 0.1 }1Watts with an accuracy of ±O.2~. on :;I
100 IlWatl signal. The esc Model 6238 water bath surrounding the measuring unit of
the calorimeter provides a temperature range of0 to loooe. The flow cells are designed
to withstand pressu~s up to 13.8 MPa. The microcalorimetcr measures the heat flux (?)
occurring during a ~action and relates it to the product of the molar flow rate through the
cell (dnldt) and the enthalpy change of the reaction.I1H.
P=(dnldt)·M{ (1.11
The o'·erall design of this calorimeter is sho....n as a block diagram in Figure 2.1.
The bulk of the calorimeter consists of a large alwniniwn heat sink. and incorporales two
or four test wells (depending on the model) to make up the measuring unit. The high.
pressure flow eell shown in Figure 1.6 is specially designed to fit tightly into the lest
wells of the calorimetcr with approximately 10 Ilm clearance between the walls of the
cell and those of the well. Thermal shunts made of nickel plated aluminium arc fitted at
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different levels along the measurement cavity access tube as a means of allowing two
inlet tubes to reach thennal equilibrium with the bath. The fluids enter the flow cell \"ia
the inlet tubes and are allowed to reach thennal equilibrium before mixing in a tee joint at
the boUom of the cell. During the mixing process, any heat that is produced or absorbed
in the flow cell is completely exchanged with the heat sink, which is kept at constam
temperature, ttuuugh the test well walls. Passive thcnnoelectric sensors (Peltier devices I
located between the sample and the aluminium block, generate a voltage thai is
proponional to the temperature gradient (heat flux) across the sensors. Th~
microcalorimeter is designed so that it can be run with a reference cell in a twin cell
arrangement. The reference cell is used to minimize the effects of electronic noise.
temperature fluctuations in the bath, and imperfect thennal equilibration. The differential
signal from the sample and the reference wells provides the measurement of the heal
change occurring in the sample.
Two lseo 260D syringe pumps were filled with the fluids used for the
experiments" The Isco pumps have a flow rate range of 1.00 j.LL·min· ' to 90 ml·min·1
with an accuracy of ±O.5% and a pressure range of 0.07 MPa $ p s: 51.7 MPa al
temperatures of 273.15 K:S T:S 313.15 K. The first pump contained solvent. Carbon
dioxide was placed in the second Isco pump. The carbon dioxide was maintained as a
liquid at 6°C by circulating a water/anti-freeze solution from an !sotemp 1013 water bath
(:I:0.01°C) through the outer walls of the pump reservoir comaining the carbon dioxide.
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The injection system is shown in Figure 2.2. Corrosive or hard to handle S3IT1ples
(amine. surfactant and propylene carbonate) w~ not placed directly into the lseo pumps.
Rather a displacement-<:ell injection system has been designed for usc with the first lseo
pump. The injection system consisted of two four·pon vah·eli. a six-port \'al\'e, a long
-150 ml Teflon bag and a ConstaMetric HPlC pump from Milton Roy. Thc bag was
sealed at each end around a Teflon plug with an inlet or outlet line constructed of PEEK
tube according to the method of Busey et al. (1984). It was placed inside a water-filled
high-pressure cylinder. so that. when water was pumped into the bottom of Ihe cylinder
from the Isco pump. it increased the pressure around the Teflon bag and forced the
sample inside of it out through PEEK outlet tubing. The bag could be refilled by turning
the six-port valve to "Refill" and pumping the sample (which is placed in the
ConstaMetric pump) into the bag. Turning the three valves to their various positions
allowed either the solvent from the (seo pump. or the sample from the injection bag. to be
pum~ into the calorimeter so that it mixed with the carbon dioxide from the second
(seo pump, The resulting mixture exited the calorimeter via an oUllettube into a stainless
steel vessel (rated for 2()()()..2500 psi) whose pressure was held constant by an
overpressure of gas from a high-pressure nitrogen cylinder. The pressure was monitored
by an Omegadyne PXOIKI-SKGST pressure tn1nSd.ucer rated for SOOO psi and was
maintained by a Teseom model 26-1762 backpressure regulator, An Omega DP41-E
process indicator displayed the system pressure. As an added security device. a rupture
disk rated at 1500-2500 psi wa,s connected to the outlet pressure vessel.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of the esc 4400 isothermal microcalorimeter.
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The excess molar enthalpy H; obtained from the esc 4400 isothennal
microcalorimeter is dependent on the molar flow rates entering the microcalorimeter. For
Ihis reason it was necessary to calibrate the flow rates of the solutions flowing OUI of Ihc
Teflon bag in our injection system and from the lseo pwnps.
The Teflon b3g was filled with waler and placed inside the high-pressure cylinder.
which was then filled with water from the [seo pump that served 10 pressurize the
cylinder. Once the cylinder was completely filled with water and the system pressure
began to rise. the waler inside the Teflon bag was forced 10 flow oul of the cylinder. At
Ihe first appearance of this, a clock was slarted and the lime required to collect 5 em.' of
waler was recorded. The water collecled was weighed and. using the density of water to
detennine the exael volume of water, the flow rale of the injection system was
determined. This procedure was repealed several limes for several flow rales to gel an
average flow rate calibration factor, r. of 1.01 wilh a standard deviation of 0.02. The
calibralion results are listed in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Calibration or now rates ror injection system ll$ing water at 298.15 K and
atmospheric pressure.
Pump Flow Rate Time System Flow Rate
5.0 55 4.6265 5.04 1.008
4.0 74 5.0358 4.08 \.020
3.0 100 5.0721 3.04 \.013
2.0 153 5.0021 1.96 0.980
1.0 296 5.0132 1.02 1.0:20
0.6 474 5.0002 0.63 1.050
• Calibration ractor r = experimental flow rate I nominal flow rate
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Due to the low solubility ofCO~ in wattt a high-pressure viewing cell was placed
in-line with the microcalorimeter in order to detennine whether a gas phase was present
during ex.perimenl$ on (C~ + W'3ter). The viC\\;ng cell. designed by Tre\·ani et 011.
(2001 I. was constructed from a titaniUM cylinder with a cylindrical channel machined
along the principal axis. The central ponion of the channel acted as the sampk
compartment and sapphire windows at each end of the compartmem allowed us to \·icw
the sample as it flowed through the companment. Teflon washers provided a seal
between the sapphire windows and the titanium flow cell. Each sapphire window was
secured in place by a titanium disc that was bolted to the end of the cylindrical titanium
body. Titanium tubing (1116 inch o.d.) was used as an inlet and outlet for the solution. A
schematic of the viewing cell is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of the high-pressure viewing cell. A.
cylindrical tilartium now cell; B. sapphire window; C. Tenon
washer, D. titanium disc; E, sample SOlution oUllel; F. sample
solution inlel; G. Chromega·Alomega thermocouple; H. sample
compartment.
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1.:Z.:Z CommissioDing
(n addition to designing and constructing the injection system, further work was
needed to ensure that reliable data were obtained from the microcalorimetcr. since it is a
relatively new piece of equipment to our laboratory and had not been previously used
with the flow cells. The objective of the commissioning work was to reproduce known
data for fluid mixtures and then to extend the usage to include carbon dioxide systems.
Heats of mixing were measured as a function of temperature, pressure. flow rate and
composition. The results will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. The first runs on the
calorimeter were on a single.phase fluid mixture of liquid water and ethanol at 7.5 MPa
and 298.15 K. since this system is well documented in the literature. Varying the pump
flow rate ralio from 0 to I at a total flow rate of0.500 cmJ'min-1 allowed us 10 examine
the entire mole fraction range of the mixture. These measurements were successful in
reproducing literature data (Christensen et al.. 1986). and are presented in Section 3.!.
Thereafter, work with the carbon dioxide mixtures began. A calorimetric study of the
system (CO~ + propylene carbonate) had been perfonned in this lab on an older
calorimeter by a fonner student (Zhao, 1996). and an attempt to reproduce the data was
made here. Seoping studies on this and various other carbon dioxide systems were
performed in the same manner as described. above. Results for the seoping experiments
and initial results for the (C02+MeOH) system did not agree with literature results.
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Extensive tcsts showed !hat the problems resulted from a flaw in the design of the mixing
component of the flow cell and in the limited working range of the calorimeter itself.
The biggcst issues identified during the commissioning runs involved poor mixing
of the components in the flow cell and the need to extend thc range of the calorimeter.
which was limited to ± 100 000 IJ.W as purchased from Calorimetric Sciences Corp.
Both problems required modifications to the inslnlment by the manufacturer.
Elcctrical calibration of a heat conduction calorimeter such as the CSC +&00 is
perfonncd using built-in calibration heaters by either of two means; (i) the pulse
calibration method or (ii) the steady state calibration method. For the fonner. shown in
Figure 2.4. a known pulse of e1cctrical energy is added to the sample well to simulate the
heat of a reaction. The observed signal is used to detennine a calibration constant (£,;1
from the area of the signal response (Aeo.) and the electrical energy input (q..):
(2.2)
In the steady state calibration method, shown in Figure 2.5. electrical energy is
added at a constant rate (dq..'dt) to the calorimetcr until a constant output signal is
obtained. The calibration constant is detennined as follows:
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(2.31
whert: (S.........St-) is the ditTermce in the output signal with the calibration healCf
turned on. and at a point where the heater is turned otT and the baseline signal is st3bl~.
In an experiment where the pulse yields a signal that returns 10 baseline. Ihe 10lal he'lI
measured is simply:
(2A)
When lhe sample signal (S....-..t) is significantly different from the baseline (S__I.
the heal rale (dq.....-...'dt) al any point of the experiment is calculated as follo.....s:
(2.5)
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Figure 2.4 Schematic representation oflhe pulse calibration method. Arrows
show the range used in the measuremelll.
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Sheater - Sbase
Time/sec
Figure 2.5 Schematic representation of the steady-state calibr.llion method. Arrows
show Ihe range used in the measuremenlS.
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2.2.4 Oplimal COtiditioBS
The most important openting parameter to be optimized while using the
microcalorimeter is the flow rate. Since the amount of heat released inside the flow cdl
depends on the amount of subsranee present. the output signal will vary in proportion to
the flow rates and mixing ratio of the two Isco pumps. As mentioned previously. the
calorimelcrhas a maximum working range of:t:: 100 000 IJ.W with an accuracy of± 0.2-_
on a IOOIJ.W signal. Flow rates must be chosen to provide the correet pump ratio for a
given mole fraction. so that the mixing reaction will produce a large. steady signal on
SCTcen without exceeding the maximum rangc of detector response. Also. whcn mixing
fluids of \'ery different viscosity. turbulent flow is required to reduce thc risk of \'iscous
fingering and this can only be achieved by running the pumps at high velocity. The
operator must choost' between high molar flow rates. resulting in high power outputs that
could saturate the deteclOfS. and low flow rates which may result in laminar flow that
causes poor mixing inside the flow cell mixing chamber. FOT the (H~O+EtOHI system. a
tOial flow rale in the range of 0.400 to 0.600 cmj·min· l gave flow-rate independent
results.
This problem of finding an optimal flow rate is funher aggravated when one of
the fluids is carbon dioxide. A total flow rale of 0.500 cmJ·min· 1 was successful in
reproducing literature values for the carbon dioxide mixtures only in the mole fraction
range of O.7 S Xem S 1.0. As the flow rate for the carbon dioxide pump was decreased to
maintain the necessary pump ratio, inadequate mixing occurred. as was evident by the
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unstable output signals. Carbon dioxide is an extremely compressible liquid and a higher
flow rate was required to ensure smooth flow from the pump. Therefore. it was not
convenient to set the pump now rates according to the Pft'vious rule of having a total
flow rate of 0.400 to 0.600 cml·min·1 to achieve the desired mole fractions. Instead. it
was necessary to ensure that the carbon dioxide pump always flo.....ed at 0.300 cmJ·min·1
or greafer and make the necessary adjustments to the now rate of the other pump to
achiel'e the desired mixture mole fraction.
2.3 Vibratiag Tube Dtnlltometry
2.3.1 CODstructioa
Two vibrating tube densitometers were used to measure the densities of all
mixtures. The principle behind the vibrating V-tube densitometer is based on thc
properties of a mechanical oscillator and is described in Section 1.8.
A platinum vibc1,ting-tube densitometer designed in our labontory by Xiao (19961
was used for the high temperature work. The core of the densitometer consists of an
iridium-alloy V-tube (90% platinum + 10% iridium) moonted in a cylindrical copper
block. Two incone! rods .....ere cemented on to the two arms of the tube and positioned
between the poles of a permanent horseshoe magnet that also rested between the arms. A
line silver wire attached to the first incone! rod carried the electrical current needed to
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drive the V-tube to vibrate. Since the second rod is cemented to the arm of the no\\-
vibrating V-tube. it too vibrates. An induced electric cumnt. produced by the presence
of the vibrating rod in a magnetic field. is sent to a feedback amplifier through another
silver wire attached to the second rod. The frequency of the vibration was measured by
the feedback amplifier. which then changed the electric current sent to the first rod in
order to achieve the resonance frequency of the two rods. The temperature of the
cylinder was measured by a 100 Q platinum RTD (resistance temperature device) and
was monitored by a Hewleu-Packard 3478A multimeter. The RTD was pre\·iously
calibrated by measuring the ice point of water and the freezing points of tin and lead.
supplied by NIST as standard reference materials. The core of the densitometer was
placed in an oven. which consisted ofa cylindrical brass block which had two strands of
insulated heating wire wound around it in a symmetrical counter-current configuration
surrounded by a stainless steel container. The temperature of the oven was controlled by
an Omega CN2011P2-D3 temperature controller and was measured by a 100 n platinum
RTD located near the outer rim of the large brass cylinder. At the entrance to the oven
core, where the exposed inlet and outlet ends of the V-tube are located. was a small pre-
heater. This Chromalox pre-heater consisted of an aluminium cylinder whose
temperature was independently controlled by an Omega HBA-103027 nozzle heater and
an Omega CN7600 PIO temperature controller surrounding the aluminium cylinder. The
pre-heater was wrapped in insulation to prevent heat loss. Frequencies were measured
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using a He"1den·Packard SJI6A universal counter and an electronic circuit based on the
phase-locked loop described by Wood et a!. (1989).
For the low temperature density work (298.15 K s T S 323.15 K) the
densitometer measuring unit was placed in a Tronac 1250 bath and COMected to a Sode..·
models PC-B and CT-L high stability control unit and circulating pump. The temperature
was monitored by a thermistor that was placed in the circulating fluid lines from the
temperature bath the frequencies of vibration were recorded using a He-.... letl-Packard
modc15J16A universal counter.
The sample injection system shown in Figure 2.6 consisted of two (sco 160D
pumps and [IS" o.d. PEEK tubing (-13 cmJ ) for an injection loop. The first pump was
filled with the solvent (methanol) and the loop was filled with water using a syringe.
Two four-port valves and one six-port valve were used in series to deliver either the
methanol or the water to the densitometer. Carbon dioxide from the second pump was
scnt directly to the densitometer from the pump. A high-pressure nitrogen cylinder and a
Tcscom model 2()"1722·24 back-pressure regulator maintained the pressure of the flow
system. The pressure was monitored by an Omega PX623 pressure transducer rated for
5000 psi and displayed on an Omega DP41-E process indicator.
,.
~Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram ofllie injection system used with the vibrating V-tube densitometer. (1) Iseo syringe pump;
(2) Circulating water balh; (3) Four~port valve; (4) Six-port valve; (5) Injection loop; (6) Pressurized waste
vessel; (7) Rupture disk; (8) Densitometer. The densitometer consists of (A) Aluminum heat shield; (B)
Platinum V-shaped vibrating tube; (C) Incone! rods for sensing and driving current; (D) Densitometer cell body;
(E) Brass heat shield; (F) Brass oven; (G) Permanent magnet; (H) RTD; (I) RTD; (1) Aluminum pre-heater; (K)
RTD; (L) Heal exchanger; (M) Thermal insulation; (N) Thermal insulation; (0) Stainless steel container.
Previous worle done in the lab with the densitometer im'olved simply injecting
pre\'iously prepared solutions into the densitometer. Since it is not feasible to prepare
bench-top carbon dioxide mixtures in advance. a method for mixing the two nuids
together had to be developed. A home-made "mixer" was constructed and placed wilhin
the injection assembly at a point before the fluids reach the densitometer.
The mixer designed for this project was a modified high-pressure 1/8" Swagelock
Teejoint. The hole between the two horizontal openings of the tee piece was widened so
thai a 1116" PEEK tubing could be fcd all the way through one end and out the other
through which the carbon dioxide could now. At the end with the protruding PEEK
tubing. 3 stainless steel tubing of 1/8" o.d. was connected so that the PEEK tubing lay
inside the stainless steel tube. The solvent entered from the remaining venical opening of
the tee through a 118" Peek tube and was forced to flow out through the stainless steel
tube. which contained flowing carbon dioxide. Three pieces of twisted small-diameter
slainless steel wire wert placed inside the larger-diameter stainless steel tube 31 its end 10
ensure thai turbulent mixing between the carbon dioxide and the solvent occurred. A
schematic oflhe mixer is shown on Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram of the mixer constructed for (his work to use with the
vibrating U·tube densitometer
"
2.J.J CalibraCiOil
The vibrating U-tube dcnsilomeler must be calibrated using two fluids of known
density. in order to carry out the calculations described in Section 1.7. In this \"Iork.the
frequencies of \'ibratton for pure water and carbon dioxide were measured daily under the
experimental temperature and pressure conditions. The densitics were obtained from
equations of state provided by NIST {ASME Sleam Properties Database 10 (Harvey et
011..1996) and NIST Standard Reference Database 12 (McCarty and Arp. 1986)].
The pressure transducer and display monitor had been calibratcd by thc
manufacturer using standards traceable to NIST. The precision and Slated accuracy ofthc
gauge is ± 0.1 psi (± 7'10"" MPa) and ± 0.10';' of its span. Further calibrations were
conducted late in lhe project by connecting an Ashcrofh toOO psi (6.89 MPal Bourdon
pressure gauge which had b«n calibrated against a dead weight system. to \'erify the
readings on the pressure transducer. The pressure reading on the transducer was lower
than the Ashcroftt gauge by approximalely 26 psi (0.18 MPa). We have CIXTttted the
observed pressures by this amount, and assigned an uncenainty of ± 0.2 MPa 10 311
pressure readings. The precision of the measurements has been assumed 10 remain 31 ±
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2.3.4 Optimal C••ditio_,
As discussed in Section 2.2.4. complete mixing is best achieved through turbulent
flow. Unlike the calorimeter. the densitometer does not have the problems associated
with oversaturating the instrument's response signal since density is not a function of the
flow rate of the fluid sample. It was not desirable 10 alloll.· the mixture to flow too
quickly through the densitometer since there is a \'ery large temperature difference
between the injCi:ted room-temperature fluids and the measurement temperature inside
the densitometer oven. Slow flow rates on the order 0.050 emJ·min·1 were necessary for
the fluids to come to thennal equilibrium.
It was found that the best way to avoid this problem was to force the fluids to mix
turbulently by running the pumps at high flow rates. on the order of Ito 1.5 cm'·min·1.to
ensure that complete mixing occurred inside the home-made mixer. Howe,,"er. once the
arms of the V-tube were completely filled with solution. !he flo....Tates of the two pumps
were reduced dramatically so that the mixture flowed very slowly in the lube. The final
flo..... rates used were of the order of 0.05 to 0.100 cm1·min·1 and the signals achie\'ed by
this means were very stable. Carbon dioxide was run as the baseline and the density
values .....ere obtained from equations of state provided in NISI Standard Reference
Database 12. A typical run required approximately 20 minutes to run the baseline and the
mixture. However. for mixtures with extremely large carbon dioxide content, more time
was required to achieve the same kind of stahle signal shown for the lower mole fraction
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mixtures_ This may be because more time was ~uired for the gas-like mixture to
completely sweep away the previous solution. water or methanol that was in the L;-tubc.
Approximately 30 to 40 minutes were required. If the signal did not stabilize within this
time frame. it was assumed ttut 3. two-phase mixture was present_ In these cases. the
me:lSurements had larger W'lCertainties and. although the calculations were carried out.
the data points were omitted from the volume vs. Xro! CUJ"\·CS. The critical locus for the
(CO!+MeOH) system. dctennined by Ziegler et al. (1995) and Brunner 119851. is
consistent .....ith the possibility that two-phase fluids might ronn under the conditions
where they were encountered in this worle Similar behaviour has becn noted by
Christensen et al. (1988) for several (carbon dioxide + an alkano!) mixtures.
2.4 Calculatioas
2A.1 E.lltalpyCakulalto.s
The power output. PT. given in j.lJ-scc-' displayed on the esc 4400 isothcnnal
microcalorimeter is the inttgrn.ted signal of the temperature gradient that the
thennoelectric sensors detect between the sample cell and the aluminium heat sink. A
baseline value, PB• obtained by running pure solvent through the calorimeter prior to
every measurement. was subtracted from Pr to take into account any heat flux associated
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with the flow or the pure fluids into the calorimeter. This leaves us with a measurement
orlhe heat change due solely 10 the mixing orthe solulion. P_:
(2.61
The molar flow rates (rtn) or the individual fluids were calculated rrom the
\"olumetric flow rates, r, in cml.5e(:.l or the two pumps. the density or the fluids al their
respective pump temperatures. p. and the molar masses orthe fluids. MM. as:
(2.7)
(2.81
The toul molar flow rate (r........... ). in mol·sec- I • is the sum or the indi\idual molar
flowrates orthe two pumps:
{2.91
Dividing the power output or the mixture by the total molar flow rale yields the excess
molar enthalpy or mixing with the units J·mor l :
(2.10)
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The relationship between the density of the solution and the densitomeler
fr~uency is described in Section 1.8. Knowing the calibration constant of the
densitometer. the frequency and density for the carbon dioxide standard and thc
frequency of the solution. we can calculate the difference in density between the solution
relative 10 pure carbon dioxide at the same lemperatu~and pressure.
(l.ll)
The molar volumes of the solutions. Vrruoln. were calculated from the density and mole
fractions. x. as:
V.......... - (liP..) . (xcm'MMcm + x.\I<o,,-MMMcOII) 12.121
where MM is the molar mass of~ or MeOH. 1lJe molar excess volumes of the
solutions. V.:. were determined by subtracting the contribution of the molar volumes of
the pure componenls from the molar volume of the solution:
(2.13)
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where V·....CO~ is the molar volume of pure carbon dioltidc and was taken from the NIST
Standard Reference Database 12 and V·rn..\4eOH is the molar volume of pure methanol and
was calculat~ as follows:
V......\.kOH = (IfPloloOH)' MMMcOH (2.14)
Thc reduced excess molar volumes, V:. were dctcnnined by dividing the experimental
excess molar volumes by the product of the mole fractions of the two fluids present in the
mixture.
(2.15)
Extrapolaling the reduced excess volumes to infinite dilulion using Ihe Redlich-KiSler
lining ~ualion allowed us to delermine the values for V,O. Ihe standard panial molar
volume ofcomponent i at infinite dilution:
lim V.: = ~\leOH-V~.oH
.CO~ ... I
where V,'- is the volume of the pure componenl i.
6S
(2.16)
(2.17)
The apparent molar volumes were determined from the following formula:
v... {IOOO-(p. p"""Y(m'p'p-->J + (MM:/PKII') (:!.ISI
where p and p..... are the densities of the solution and lhe soh'em respttti\-e1y. m is the
molarity of the solUlion and MM2is the molar mass of the solule.
2.4.3 Uncertainties in Musurements
For Ihe calorimelric sludy, the errors associaled with measurements were
aHributed 10 nuclUations in heat response. now r;lte and cell lemperature and the accuracy
of the calibration factor. The esc 4400 isothermal microcalorimeler provides reliable
dala with an accUl1lCy oft 0.2'1. on a 100.,aW signal.
For the volwnetric study, the errors associated with density measurements came
from the random errors associaled with the nuctuations of temperature and pressure. the
calibration constant, and periods of frequencies measured for carbon dioxide and the
solutions_ The error limits of densities in the temper.ature range of interesl were in the
order of± 10"" g-cm-l in the one-phase regions and ± 10·l g-cm -J in the two-phase regions.
This resulled in an error oft 0.4 cml'morl in V. at the low carbon dioxide mole fraction
and ±4 cml'mor l at Ihe high carbon dioxide mole fraction range.
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Chapter 3: Enthalpy Results for (C02 + MeOH) Mixtures
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter. we repon the excess enthalpy results obtained for (CO~ ...MeOH)
mixtures over the entire mole fraction nrnge at 298.15 K and two pressures. The results
detemtined in this work were compared with results laken from literature. to commission
the calorimeter and to ensure that reliable data for supercritical carbon dioxide mixtures
were obtainable.
Since the esc 4400 isothennal microcalorimeter had never been used in our lab
before with a flow cell. extensive commissioning work had to be carried out beforehand
to detennine the ideal working conditions when using supercritical fluids. Results for the
calibration of the microcalorimeter and flow cell along with Ihe results for several (CO:-
solvent) scoping experiments can be found in the appendix.
3.2 H~ of (CO~ + MeGH)
The excess enthalpy of (C02 + MeOH) over the entire mole fraction range has
been studied previously in our lab by Zhao (1996) using a Tronac calorimeter at 298.15 K
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and 308.15 K and plUSUfeS between 7.5 :S P :S 12.5 MPa Her results ha\'e been
published together \\;th results obtained from Hauser (Hauser et al .. 1996). Christensen's
group has perfonned a study of the same system (Christensen et al.. 1988) cO\'enng the
temperature range of 308.1 5 K S T S 573.15 K.
3.U H~.' 298.15 K
Excess enthalpies were obtained for the (CO~ + MeOH) system af 298.1 S K and
7.5 MPa and 10.0 MPa. for comparison with the results obtained previously in our lab.
Figure 3.1 shows these results. Our experimental values for H~of(CO~ + ~1cOH) at p '"
7.5 MPa and 10.0 MPa were \\;thin experimental limits of Zhao's (1996) values obtained
on the Tronac calorimeter. ± 25 J mor l . At 10.0 MPa. there were no difficulties in
obtaining values for H; over the entire mole fraction range. However. at the lower
pressure. 7.5 MPa. \'alues could not be obtained between 0.09 <Xco~< 0.30. Very lar,ge
negati\'e thermal effects occur in this region and the magnitude of the signal was larger
than the worlcing rnnge of the calorimeter (-1.2'10' IJW). Although the changes made to
the now cell during the commissioning trials and the addition of a gain switch to the
microcalorimeter did extend the working range of the instrument (see appendix). there is
still a limit to the data that can be obtained on this microcalorimeter. Systems thai
display very large thennal changes upon mixing and mixtures of components with \"Cry
different \'iscosities are not suitable for this equipment.
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A summary of Ihe resullS oblained from our work on the CSC 4400 isolhermal
microc:alorimeter may be found on Table 3.1.
In the 1980's and early 1990's, Christensen's group at Brigham Young Univcrsity
carried out a long-term program to measure the excess molar enthalpies of carbon dioxidc
mixlures in the vicinity of the crilical locus and in the supen:ritical region. Curves
oblained for the (CO~+MeOH) syslem o\·er the entire mole fraclion range by Christensen
et 301. (1987) as a funClion of temperature and pressure are shown in Figure L! and Figure
3.3.
The results from our work at 298.15 K. discussed in the previous section. are
similar 10 Ihose oblained by Christensen et al. at 308.15 K. The H~ mixing curves for
(CO~ + MeOH) at both temperatures have a sigmoidal shape. Negative minima in the
range 0.25 S Xro! S 0.50 were observed at both pressures and a positive ma.'l:imum was
observed in the range 0.90 oS xco! S 1.0 for the curve obtained at 10.0 MPa. As is
apparenl from Figures 3.2 :1nd 3.3, extremely large negative \'alues were obla.ined for H~
at 308.15 K and 7.5 MPa but. as the pressure was increased. the magnitude of the heat of
mixing decreased. Increasing the temperature of the mixtures resulted in H; curves with
sigmoidal shapes having positive maxima.
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7.5 MPa; This work
7.5 MPa; Zhao, 1995
• 10.0 MPa; This work
6 10.0 MPa; Zhao, 1995
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Figure 3.1 Comparisons of the experimental results with literature values for the
(COl + MeOH) system at 298.15 K. Solid curves are from the Redlich-
Kister equation for our values.
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Table 3.1 Summary of results for(CO~ + MeOH) at 298.15 K and 7.5 MPa and 10.0
MP,
Pressure
MP,
7.5
10.0
0.00
0.04
0.08
0.17
0.30
0.39
0.50
0.59
0.70
0.80
0.90
0.94
1.00
0.00
0.04
0.09
0.17
0.26
0.36
0.45
0.55
0.66
0.76
0.90
0.94
1.00
71
0.00
-115.06±0.03
-210.31 to.04
Saturated output signal
Saturated output signal
-692.48±0.01
-663.36 ±0.03
-612.70±0.03
-561.50 ±0.02
-403.79 ±0.03
-223.81 ±O.IO
-42.41 ±0.04
0.00
0.00
-112.61 to.03
-218.72 to.O!
-381.67±0.03
-503.44±0.10
-556.19 ±0.02
-530.13 ±0.04
-451.58 ±0.06
-342.12 ±0.05
-213.01 ±0.30
3.1O±0.04
52AO±0.10
0.00
12000
0.00 0.25 0."
• 308.15 K
• 473.15 K
.. 523.15 K
075 1.00
Figure 3.2 H; valu~ for (C<h ... MeOH) at three temperatures al 7.5 MPa as
obtained from Christensen et al. (1987).
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Figu~ 3.3 H~ values for (CO~ + McOH) al three temperam.res at 12.5 ~Pa as
obtained from Christensen et aI. (1987).
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At 298.15 K two liquid components are mixed to produce a liquid-like mi:ourc.
Since the states and densities of the two starting components are similar. we would
expectlhc H~ curve to be negalive or slightly positive. as described in Section 104.2. The
curves shown in Fig 3.1 do indeed show negative values. with a slightly positive
maximum at high xcm at 10 MPa. As lIIe temperature is increased to 308.15 K. carbon
dioxide becomes a high-density supen::ritical fluid. The resulting mixture of CO~ with
liquid methanol is a liquid. as indicated by the isothermal phase equilibrium diagrJ.ffi
shown in Fig 1.3. Once again the sign and magnitude of H~ is determined by the similar
states of the staning fluids. However. since carbon dioxide is now a supercritical fluid.
rather than a liquid. we would expect the H~ curve to be more negative than thaI
produced al 298.15 K. At 473.15 K carbon dioxide is a low-density supercritical fluid
and therefore behaves as a gas. a fluid being defined here as supercritical when V 5: 1.5V,
and defined as being "gas-like" when V ~ 2Ve. It mixes with the liquid methanol to
produce a low-density superc:ritical fluid at Xcm ::> 0.3. We now have a situation where a
supettritical fluid and a liquid mix to produce a low-density fluid mixture. According to
Christensen et al. (1986) such mixtures yield large positive H~ curves. as sho\\'11 in Figs
3.2 and 3.3. As we continue to increase the temperature 10 523.15K. we exceed
methanol's critical point and are now mixing two supercritical fluids to produce a low·
density supercritical mixture. Since the two components have similar states. we would
expect the curve to be negative or slightly positive. The curves obtained from
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Christensen show slightly positive H~ valuC$ for lhis temperature. Increasing the pressure
has lhe effect of reducing the magnitude of the results.
3.3.1 SoI.Ie-Solv«IIDlrradioDs
The H;, behaviour for (C02 + MeOH) over the temperature and pressure range
discussed throughout this chapter is similar to that observed for studies on other (carbon
dioxide + polar solvent) systems. Data obtained in this work at 298.15 K and pressures
of 7.5 and 10.0 MPa suggest the presence ofa void-filling mechanism in the hydrogcn-
bonded network fonned by the methanol (Hauser et al.. 1996). The temperature and
pressure dependence of H~ for these: systems may be explained in terms of the classical
near-critical effects associated with the pure fluid propenies of carbon dioxide a.nd
methanol.
The change in excess enthalpy with temperature al constant pressure can be
expressed as follows:
(oH; I aT), - C:.m c Cp.m (mixture) - xC~.m (CO~) - (l·x)C~.m (solvent) (3.1)
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where C: is the excess molar h~at capacity at constant pressure. Th~ chang~ in cxcess
enthalpy with pressure at contanttetnperature can be ~xpressedas follows:
(oH~ , Gp)r = V;' - T(OV~ , an,
where V~ is th~ e:<cess molar volwne of the mixture.
(3.11
It has been shown that, at temperatures and pressures n~ar th~ critical region.
large changes in the values of H~ may be expected (Levell Sengers. 1991). These
chang~s show themselves in the large values of H~ observed by Christensen's group at
308.15 K and 523.15 K at 7.5 MPa, conditions that approach the critical poims of pure
carbon dioxide and pure methanol. The signs and magnitude of the curves ha\'e been
interpreted in terms ofth~ states of the components and the mixtures.
In the work presented here, a esc 4400 isothermal microcalorimeter with a now
cell and (seo syringe pumps was used to measure the ell.cess molar enthalpy of (CO: +
methanoi) mixtures. Several test systems were first measured to define th~ us~fu(
working ranges of the instrument, in terms of molar flow rates and power limitations of
the mierocalorimeter. A high-temperature, high-pressure inj«:tion system was designed
to handle the problems associated with working with supercritleal fluids. The injection
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s)'stern also allowed u.s to use solutions that could not be placed directly into the lseo
pumps.
The efficiency of mixing was of great concern in lhis work. Turbulent conditions
were needed to ensure tlut complete mixing occurred and the only \\'3y to achie\'c
turbulence \\'ith this instrument was to run the (seo pumps at high velocity. This problem
was further complicated by lhe compressibility of the carbon dioxide in the second pump.
A high flow rate was needed for this pump to ensure that the flow of carbon dioxide was
smooth and continuous. It was detemined that the best mixing occurred with the carbon
dioxide flowing at a rate above 0,300 cmJ'min,land the total flow rale of the system
remaining above 0,500 cmJ'min", This restriction limited the range of mole fractions
that could be studied wilh the microcalorimeter,
The second concern was the woril:ing limit of the microcalorimeter. Seoping
work with high molar flow rates showed that the microcalorimeter detectors saturated
abo\'e ± !.IllY J.1W.SCC'I. Since the power signals detected on the microcalorimctcr arc
dependent on the amount of fluid entering the flow cells. this problem is related to the
flow rate. Decreasing the flow rates of the pwnps to obtain a measurable signal from the
microcalorimeter could not guarantee a good measurement if complete mixing did not
occur inside the flow cell. This is an ironic instance where the high sensitivity of the
instrument became a source ofdifficulty.
It was necessary to obtain a re-designed flow mixing cell and an attcnuator for the
microcalorimeter 10 overcome lhese problems. The imprOVed mixing chamber and
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longer thermal equilibration chamber of the new now cell allowed us 10 achieve complete
mixing with fluids aI slower now rates. Due to the compressibilily of carbon dioxide. it
.....as still necessary to maintain a relatively high now rate from the CO~ pump. Good
mixing was achievable so long as the carbon dioxide flow rale remained above 0.300
The gain switch added to the microcalorimeter extended the working range of the
instrument from± 1.1'10' jJ.W to ± 1.2'10' ",W. This allowed us to measure systems with
large excess c:nthalpies. such as (C~ + MeOH). However. measurements between 0.08
S X(:o~ s: 0.39 for the mixtures at 298.15 K and 7.5 MPa could oot be: obtained. even with
the addition of these modifications. Microcalorimeters are excellent tools for measuring
accurately very small enthalpy changes on short time scales. Modifications of the
instrument and the flow cells are needed before microcalorimeters can be used efficiently
to measure the large enthalpy changes associated with near-critical fluids.
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Chapter 4: Volumetric Results (or (CO: + MeOH) Mixtures
Much work has been done 10 study the volumetric propenies of aqueous
solutions. panicularly dilute solutions. using the high temperature. high pressure
vibrating V-tube densitometer built in our laboratory. Vibrating V-tube densitometcrs arc
widely ~ n~ ambient conditions because they are reliable and easy 10 operate.
However. extending the range of the vibraling V-tube densitometer to high-temperature.
high-pressure conditions requires the design and construction of a specialized instrumenl
and injection system. and the development of reliable experimental methods.
Densitometers of this sort are not available commercially.
A new application for our densitometer is its use in studying carbon dioxide
mixtures under conditions of eXlreme temperature and pressure. Data for the density.
excess volume and redueed excess volume have been obtained for the (CO:! .... McOH)
system as a function of temperature. pressure and composition. and art presented in this
chapter. As well, data for the apparent volumes and standard partial molar \'olumes ill
infinite dilution arc presented and discussed here_
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4.2 Calibra1ioD o.VibralilC V-Tube Dusilomtler
4.2.1 Wattr aDd CarboD Dioxide as CalibratilC fllicb
The vibrating U-tube densitometer must be calibrated daily using two nuids of
known density to obtain a value for the calibnl.lion constant K. With this calibration
constant. it is possible to determine the densities of unknown mixtures from the resonant
vibration frequency of the V-tube containing the mixture.
The injection system was designed so that the two [sco syringe pumps could be
used to inject a continuous flow of carbon dioxide and methanol. The nanopure watcr
used to calibrate the instrument was contained in the injection loop. Initially it .... as
thought that pure water and methanol could be used for the calibration, to a\'oid the use
of a supercritical nuid as a calibrating fluid. Density values for pure water and methanol
were obtained from the NIST Standard Reference Databases (Harvey et al.. 1996) and an
equation of state from Goodwin (1987). Calculations using calibration constants
obtained in this manner resulted in large errors for the molar volumes of pure carbon
dioxide at elevated temperatures compared to values from the NlST fluid database
(McCarthy and Arp. 1986). This was a major concern since carbon dioxide is a well-
studied nuid and literature data for its pVT properties should be more reliable than the
data for methanol. A summary of these results is shown in Table 4.1. As a result, data
for pure methanol were not obtained from the databases, but rather, they were
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obtained experimentally. Consequently, water and carbon dioxide were selected as the
calibrating fluids. To measure the density of supercritical carbon dioxide. a longer tim.:
was needed to completely nush the previous solution out of the anns of the U-tube. The
carbon dioxide was injected at a high now rate for 15 minutes before reducing the flo\\
rate to 0.010 cmJ'min' l to measure the frequency of vibration. Table 4.2 sho.....s the
\'Olumetric results obtained for methanol using water and carbon dioxide as the
calibrating fluids.
The phase boundaries for supercritieal carbon dioxide mbctures ha\'e been studied
by several labs using high pressure. high temperature viewing cells (Reighard et al.. 1996
and Brunner. 1985) similar to that described in S«tion 1.2.1. Recently chromatographic
methods for determining phase boundaries have also been employed (Ziegler et al .. 1995
and Brunner et al.. 1981). Our method is based on a study done by Crovelto and Wood
(1992) that describc:s the detennination of the solubility of carbon dioxide in water using
a vibrating U·lube densitometCf". In this procedure. the system was equilibrated 31 Ihe
desired temperature with pure nuid or fluid mixture flo\\'ing through the vibrating lube at
a pressure higher than the known bubble pressure. Once t .., was conslant. the flow was
greatly reduced so that the fluid was almost at rest in the U-lubc:. The amplitude and
behaviour of the period of vibration was noted at pressure. P" The pressure was then
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decreasN to p~, and the steady state period observed once again. In this manner. the
pressure was continuously reduced until a point was ruched. where the amplitude of to.
was abruptly reduced and the ~havioUl" of the signal became erratic. indicating Ihe first
appearance of the vapour phase. The pressure at which this occurred was noted. The
system pressure was then increased slightly until the signal became normal once again.
showing that the bubbles had disappeared. The pressure was reduced once more in
smaller sleps until an erratic signal was again displayed. This pressure '1itration" method
was repeated with increasingly smaller pressure changes until the pressure al which the
bubbles appeared in the forward direction matched that at which the bubbles disappeared
in the reverse direction. This pressure was taken as the bubble point.
This procedure was carried out at 473 K and 523 K for water. and at 473 K for
pure methanol. The bubble point pressures obtained in this work were compared with
those taken from the NIST Standard Reference Databases as a means of calibrating the
system pressure. Bubble points for two (CCh + MeOH) solutions were also determined at
473 K in this work. Literature values for the (C02 + MeOH) solutions Wert' obtained
from the isothermal phase equilibriwn curves for the mixture determined by Brunner CI
201. (1987) by optical methods. Results are sho"'"tI in Table 4.3 and Brunner's i50thennal
vapour-liquid phase diagram for the (C02 + MeOH) mixtures is shown on Figure 1.3.
The results of the bubble point experiments show once again that the pressure displayed
for the system reads lower than the actual system pressure. The re-calibrated pressure
scale was used throughout the volumetric calculations.
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Table 4.1 Molar volume ofC~: From densitometer calibr.ation based on water and
methanol
Temperature Pressure V~Ol(Expt) V~o!(Lit)·
K MP, cmJ'mor' cmJ'mor l
298.15 2.5 51.7 51.79
308.15 12.5 54.9 S6.59
323.15 125 71.4 71.63
373.15 12.3 166.0 175.90
19.8 95.4 92.46
473.15 12.3 258.0 287.27
I9.S 151.4 171.58
498.15 12.3 337.5 310.15
19.8 160.3 187.52
523.15 12.3 146.7 332.40
19.8 119.4 201.72
• McCarthy and Alp, 1986
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Table 4.2 Molar volume or methanol: From densitometer calibration based on water
and carbon dioxide
Temperature Pressure V~\4.o,,(Expl) V~",.oll(litl·
K MP, cm'·mor' cm'·mor1
298.15 12.5 40.16 40.15
308.15 12.5 40.54 40.63
]23.15 12.5 41.31 41.31
373.15 12.3 44.00 44.02
19.8 43.14 43.17
47].15 12.] 54.50 5].99
19.8 53.95 51.87
498.15 12.3 56.75 59.75
19.8 57.44 55.81
52].15 12.3 81.36 72.98
19.8 121.11 61.90
• McCanhy and Alp, 1986
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Table 4.3 Bubble-poinl pressures for water. methanol and IWO (C<r. + MeOH I
mixlures measured with Ihe vibraling U-Iube densitometer.
SYSlem Temperature
K
Pressure (Lil.)
MP,
Pressure (E.'pt.1
MP,
Water 47).15 1.555' 1.39(tO.71
523.15 3.976 3.8S(±O.71
Methanol 47).15 4.025b 4.01 (to.J)
X«l! = 0.30 473.15 7.94c 7.JO(tO.-1)
Xro! =0.75 47).15 AboveT,
• Harvey et al.. 1996
to deReuck and Cnaven. 1993
" Brunner et aI., 1987
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4,4 Molar Volumn ror (CO, + McOH) From Ambieac Te.mperalara 10 523.15 to.:
at 11.5 Mra aDd 20.0 MP.
This section prnents volwnetric results for (C02 + MeOH) mi:<Iures o\'er the
whole mole traction range as a runclion of temperature. The densities for (CO! - MeOH I
mixtures from 198.15 S T S 523.15 K are listed in Table 4.4 at two pressures. 2.3 and
19.8 MPa. The density values obtained by Galicia·Luna and Renon (1994) with a
commercial vibrating tube densitometer at temperatures up to 373.15 K arc included in
the table for comparison. The table shows excellent agreement between our results and
those from the literature.
The excess molar volumes for the (CO! + MeOH) mixtures were calculated
from the density data using eq 2.13. The excess molar volumes are tabulated in the
ap~ndix and plotted in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. The modified Redlich-Kister equation (cq
1.19) was filled to the data by the method of leas!: squares. The "best" fits were taken 10
be those that provided the lowest overall standard deviation in which the slalldard
deviations of the filting parameten were less than 10 percent. No more than four
parameters were used for each curve. The fined excess molar volumes are shown as solid
curves in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Linear ponions for the curves shown for 373.15 K (0.40 :S
.'«-O~ S 0.95) and 473.15 K(O.21 S XC02:S 0.59) represent regions where phase separation
is believed to have occurred. This interpretation is based on the observation that. while in
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these regions. the densitometer signal did not behave as eXpC'Cted. Signals took
significantly longer to stabilize in the t.\·o-phasc regions and the density results showed a
linear dependence on the mole fraction. Comparison with the vapour-liquid equilibrium
(VLE) data oblained by Brunner et al. (l987) confirms the presence of a two-phase
region. Table 4.5 lists the parameters obtained from the curve fitting to eq 1.24. while
Table 4.6 lists the parameters obtained from the straight line portions of the curve where
phase separation is believed to have occurred. Data for the VLE points arc listed in Table
4.7.
The excess molar volume data obtained at 298.15 K and 308.15 K at 12.3 MPa
showed curves with positive V~ values in the low XCOl regions and negati\'e values in the
high X("O~ regions. As the temperatUfC was increased. the excess molar "olumes became
negative over the entire mole fraction range and their magnitude increased with
temperature. Similar behaviour, although less pronounced. was observed at 19.8 MPa.
The data sc3nering in Figs 4.2 and 4.3 is due to experimental uncertainties and
sho.....s the difficulty that was encountered in obtaining volumes for supcrtritical carbon
dioxidemhl:tures.
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Table 4.4 Density (p) or (CO~ + MeOH) mixtures compared with results rrom the
literature.
literature Results- Experimental Results
T<mp p",,=
"co' "'== "co,
K MPa g-cm·J MP, g'cm
323.15 12.5 0.0 0.77511 12.5 0.0 0.7756
0.0961 0.79906 0.[003 0.7988
0.3524 0.82465 0.3501 0.8241
0.7467 0.78635 0.7499 0.7859
373.15 12.5 0.0 0.72812 12.3 0.0 0.7281
0.0961 0.73902 0.1004 0.7381
0.3524 0.72674 0.3503 0.7264
20.0 0.0 0.73752 19.8 0.0 0.7319
0.0961 0.75204 0.1004 0.7607
0.3524 0.75438 0.3498 0.7579
- Galicia-Luna and Renon, 1994
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Figure4.1-a E.'Ccess molar volwnes for (CO~ + MeOH) mixtures at 12.3 MPa. Points
on plot represent experimental values and solid lines represent the
solutions 10 the modified Redlich-Kisler equation. Dashed lines represent
regions of phase separation. Refer to the discussion in the text of Section
4.4.1 for definition ofpoims i l • il • iii and ib.
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Figure 4.I·b Enlargemenl of excess molar volumes for (COl + MeOH) miXlures at 11.3
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Redlich-Kister equation.
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Table 4.5 Paramelers for lhe modified Redlich-Kister equation for (C~ - ~-leOHI
mixtures and standard deviations (s) for V~.
Ao A, A, 5,
MPa K cm.'·mor l
12.5 298.15 4.7 -7.0 ·10.6 -0.59 0.7
308.15 ·9.3 -15.3 -5.5 -0.72 :2.3
323.15 -40.3 -37.7 -23.3 0.10 17.6
373.15 -116.7 -28.7 -0.88 8.5
473.15 -411.5 -21.8 ·0.84 0.8
498.15 -451.0 -23.0 -0.88 9.9
523.15 -468.7 -34.2 '{).90 I·U
19.8 373.15 -71.7 -9.3 -0.84 3.3
473.15 -201.3 15.2 .Q.92 5.9
498.15 -Z08.5 25.9 .Q.93 10.1
513.15 -222.3 8.7 -0.93 8.1
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Table 4.6 Fitting pamneters used in the linear portions of the excess volume curns
in the two phase region at 12.3 MPa.
Temper:lIure
K
373.15
473.15
A
-96.03
93
-5.08
-10.71
0.09
0.13
Table 4.7 Comparison oflhe VlE data obtained in this won: with Brunner et 31.
(1987). Mole fraction values listed in this table describe the regions of
phast:separation.
Temperature Pressure
K MPa
Xco~ (This won:)
298.15 12.3 No phase sepamtion Single phase
308.15 12.3 No phase separation Single phase
323.[5 12.3 No phase separation Single phase
373.15 12.3 0.40 to 0.95 0.397 to 0.905
19.8 No phase separation Single phase
473.15 12.3 0.2100.7 0.24 to 0.47
"Brunneretal.. 1987
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The excess molar volumes shown in Figs 4.1 and 4.2 can be explained in terms of
lhe stales of Ihe two components and of the mixtures. At 298.15 K both carbon dioxide
and methanol are liquid. and the resulting mixlure is liquid. The small excess volumes
are due 10 the interactions between carbon dioxide and methanol in solUlion. AI
tetnperaiures 308.15 K and 323.15 K .....e use superc:ritical carbon dioxide and liquid
methanol to produce a liquid mixture. The re:sulling excess volumes are negative because
of the carbon dioxide supercrilical fluid effecl without a major contribution from phase
changes (Wonnald. 1986; Zhao. 1996). At 373.IS K carbon dioxide behaves as ... gas-
like supercrilical fluid (see the definition in Section 3.2.3). The mixture fonned with
methanol under these cin:umstances is liquid-like at Xcm < 0.35 and gas-like at .'ll"(J: >
0.8S. A similar situation is observed at 473.15 K. where the resulting mixtures are liquid
at Xro~ < 0.20 and gaseous al XC"m > 0_3. The v~ curves obtained under these
circumsianCes reflect this phase behaviour. At low Xco~. subtraction of a large g~s
carbon dioxide volume from a smaller liquid mixture volume gives negative v~ values
lhat decrease with carbon dioxide content. As XCm --+ I the solulion becomes a gas-likc
supercritical fluid. We are now subtracting the same carbon dioxide volume from a
gaseous mixture volume. The result is a curve that becomes less negative as we approach
Xl"Ol '" I. The same situation occurs at 498.15 K. excepl that there are no two-phase
regions present. As we increase the temperalure 10 S23.15 K we have passed the critical
point for methanol and are now subtracling two large volumes (thai of CO~ and
methanol) from the volume of the mixture. As we increase Ihe pressure we compress the
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fluids and move funher away from the critical locus of the mixture so that all solutions
are supercritical. The $3lt\e effect is noticed, but damped_
The straight lines observed in Fig 4.1 at ]7].15 K and 473.15 K at 12.5 MPa and
between 0.]5 S Xro~ SO.90 represent regions where (\A'O phases were detected in thc
mixture. The compositions of the two phases in equilibrium are gi\'en by the brcaks in
the curve at points (in) and (ii,,). Increasing the mole fraction of carbon dioxide from x~:o:
'"' 0 results in a single phase mixture with strong interactions between the methanol and
carbon dioxide (Smith et al.. 1991; Taylor et al.. 1997) leading to large negati\'c
volumetric effects. This continues until poim (in) is reached where vapour-liquid phase
separation occurs. If, instead, we stan at :<COl - 1.0, pure supercritical carbon dlo;o;ide.
and add methanol to the fluid, a single phase mixture is formed until point (iln) is reached.
At this point vapour-liquid phase separation occurs.
The linear behaviour of V~ cU""'e between points ill and iill arises because no
changes occur in the composition of the liquid phase if carbon dioxide is added at point
(ie) to increase the overall composition towards that at (Ii.). Rather. the amount of the
liquid phase: ",-jth composition in decreases while the amount of vapour phase with
composition ii" increases (Ott and and Boerio-Gates, 2000). The measured V~ in this
range is a weighted average of the values of V~ at points (in) and (ii.). Increasing the
pressure or temperature on this system produced data completely in the one-phase region.
The excess molar volumes found in this work are similar to those reponed by
Goldfarb et ai. (1999) who have also found very asymmetric and negative V~ values
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o\·er the whole mole fraction range at 323.15 K. Their work also found that the effect of
pressure on the (C02 + MeOH) mixtures was to decrease the magnitude of v'i". Their
results are shown in Figure 4.3.
Figur~ 4.4 to 4.7 illustrate the behaviour of v~ as a function of T. p for (CO: -
MeOH). The plolS show the molar \·olumes for pure carbon dioxide and methanol.
V:..co! and V:"'\IcOH. and the molar \·olumes for the mixture. V....-. at Xc02 = 0.5 "·here
v~ =V....... -[xc02V:..cm+(l-xcm)V:..\4<OH}. At 298.15 K and pressures above 7.0 \tPa.
the two pure components and the mixture at XCo2 ·0.50 are all in the liquid state and the
excess volumes are small. As we increase the temperature to 308.15 K. carbon dioxide
becomes supercritical 011 7.4 MPa while methanol and the mi:nure are still liquids. Since
carbon dioxide is a dense supen::ritical nuid at this temperature. the curye beha\·es much
the same as that at 298.15 K but the magnitude of v~ is slightly larger. Al ~98.lj K.
carbon dioxide behaves as a gas-like supen:ritical fluid and the large negative \.~ values
obtained at 498.15 K are due to the large difference in volume between the liquid
methanol and the gaseous carbon dioxide. and arc illustrated in Fig 4.6. The mixlure in
Fig 4.6 is 011 XCO! • 0.25 in order to obtain a mixture thaI was a dense-supercritical one.
Fig 4.7 shows the excess volumes obtained with gaseous CO2 and supercritical methanol.
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arrows indicate the experimental pressures used in this work.
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Figure 4.6 The relationship aflhe V~curve at 498.15 K ror(O.25 C<h.,. 0.75 MeOH)
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The arrows indicate the experimental pressures used in this work.
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Figure 4.7 The rtl31ionship of{he v~c~cat 523.15 K ror~O.~ C<h +0.; MeOH) (0
the molar volumes or(l) VIIl.COl,~ carbon dIoxide, (2) Vm..\l<Oll. pure
methanol, and (4) V......... themiuUR. The dashed curve (3) is [0.5 V~u:
+ 0.5 V~eOHl. The shaded area ~lWeen (3) and (4) is the excess molar
\'olume for the mixture. V~ = Vrn.soln - [0.5 V:'.cm + 0.5 V:'.MoOlll. The
arrows indicate the experimental pressures used in this work.
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4.4.2 Redu~ed [IC~5 Molar Vol.1M5
Reduced excess molar volumes are obtained when the ex~ess molar volumes are
divided by the product of the mole fractions. as described in Section 1.2. They ar~ used
10 ~haracterize the non-ideality of mixtures as a function of mole fraction (Desnoyers and
Perron.. 1997) and show limiting behaviour as x -. 0 or x -. I.
The reduced ex~ess molar volumes obtained in this work are shown in Figures 4.8
to 4.12 for both Ihe carbon dioxide-rich and methanol-rich regions as a function of
temperature and pressure. The curves were obtained by fitting the modified Rcdlich-
Kister equation to the Vmdata. For regions where phase separation was observed, V~
values were omilled from the plots. Negative and asymmetric v~ curves were obtalnc..t
al all temperatures and pressures over the entire mole fraction range. with "ery large
negati"e deviations from ideal behaviour in the carbon dioxide·rieh regions. These
deviations extend beyond five litres per mole at 12.3 MPa. and beyond three Iitres per
mole at 19.8 MPa.. The effect of increasing pressure on the system is to reduce the
magnitude ofV~.
Due to experimental difficullies in obtaining density values for XC02 larger Ihan
approximately 0.95, the Redlich-Kister extrapolation to infinite dilution for CO2-rich
mixtures is questionable, panicularly at higher temperatures. At temperatures of
498.15 K and 523.15 K the densities of the carbon dioxide-rich mixtures took longer to
obtain, as the mixlureS behaved like gases (see Figure U). For these reasons. the
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extrapolations to infinite dilution were not pttformed at high Xco~. Instead.. the
experimental data obtained at xcm = 0.9 was taken as the infinite dilution value. using the
relationship:
V~(Xc02 =0.9)'" V••\leall- V~cOfl
to obtain v:'I.l<OH by the wumption that :
{4.1)
(4.2)
The experimental uncenainties in these values are shown in the appendix. with
questionable data shown in square brackets.
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Figure 4.8 Reduced excess molar volume results obtained at 12.3 MPa at 101\'
temperatures (298.15 K S T :s 32J.l5 K) for the carbon dioxide-rich
region of the mole fractions. Symbols represent experimental V";" data
and curves arc obtained from the modified Redlich-Kisler equation.
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Figure 4.9 Reduced excess molar volwne results obtained at 12.3 MPa at high
temperatures (373.\5 K S T S 523.15 K) for the carbon dioxide-rich
region of the mole fractions. Symbols represent experimental V~ data
and curves are obtained from the modified Redlich-Kister equation.
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Figurc 4.10 Reduced ex.cess molar volume results obtained at 12.3 MPa at sevcral
temperatures for the methanol-rich region of the mole fractions. Symbols
represent experimental VRmdata and curves are obtained from the modified
Redlich-Kister equation.
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Figure 4.11 Reduced excess molar volume results obtained al 19.8 MPa ill 5t\'eral
temperalures for the carbon dioxide·rich region of the mole fractions.
Symbols represent experimental V~ dala and curves are obtained from (he
modified Rcd.lich-Kisler equation.
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Figure 4.12 Reduced excess molar volwn~ results obtained at 19.8 MPa at sc\'eral
temperatures for the methanol-rich region of the mole fractions. Symbols
represent experimental v~ data and curves are obtained from the modified
Redlich-Kister equation.
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4.4.3 Reduced [:neu [al~alpy (or (CO: + MeOH)
Reduced exem enthalpies were calculated from Christensen's data (1988) at
temperatures of 308.15. 473.15 and 523.15 K and a pressure of 12.5 MPa. These arc
shown in Figures 4.13 to 4.15. along with the ~uced e:<ces5 volumes obtained in Ihis
work. and correspond to Ihe H~ dala shown in Fig 3.8.
Comparisons among the H: curves in Figs 4.13 to 4.15 are not as straightforward
as comparing Ihe v: data in the previous seclion since enlhalpies are not absolute values
and need to be referenced to a standard. We measure:
H~ .. (H~(pure liquid al T.p) - HI ..) I x! <.3
H~(soln) is the standard partial molar enthalpy of the solute at infinite dilulion and H7 is
the enthalpy of the pure liquid which changes as T and p change. These limits can be
used to interpret solvation enthalpies. We can use Ihe Lee-Kesler equation of slate. using
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Ihe rerluced lempentures and pressures or Reid et al. (1987), to determine approxim:;ue
values rOf" H~{g) - H~.
Combining this with eqn 4.4 we can calculate the enlhalpy orsolvalion:
·u
Figure 4.13 shows the rerluced excess properties of the mixture at 308.1; K near
earbon dioxide's criticaltemperalure. As XcOl -+ 1.0 the mixture is in a liquid state and
the H~ upward curving plot increases sharply to a value of 10 klmo!"l at the intercept.
The Lee-Kesler residual enthalpy calculated at this T and p is 21.6 kJ mor l . This gives us
a solvation enthalpy value of -)1.6 klmo!"1. At 47).15 K, Fig 4.14. the methanol·rich
liquid mixture is near iu critical point and the H~ shows the same upward curvature as ::at
308.15 K. As carbon dioxide is added. a cwo-phase mixture: is produced. The a(idition of
even more COl resulu in a progression from a dense gaseous mixture al XCm :: 0.30 to
gaseous carbon dioxide at Xcol ,., 1.0. This is reflected in the downwards slope of the
curve al XCol > 0.50. The intercept at Xcoz '= 1.0 is 22 kJ rnorl and the Lee Kesler value
is c::alculated 10 be 17.0 JcJ mor'• to give a solvation enthalpy of -39.0 kl.mor l . At 523.15
K supercritical methanol is mixed with gaseous C~ to produce a dense gas mixture well
above its critical pressure. As more C02 is mixed in, the mixture becomes less dense.
This accounts for the downward curving plot shown in Fig 4.15. The intercept at Xl'Ol ,.,
III
1.0 is approximately 6 k.J marl and lhe Lee Kesler value is 14.6 Hmorl . This gives us a
solvation enthalpy of -20.6 kJmor l .
4.4.4 "ppart•• Molar Vol.1IIeS a.d Staadard Partial Molar Volames
A summary of the apparent molar volumes for carbon dioxide and methanol from
this work as a function of temperature and pressure is shown in the appendix. Eqns 2,15
and 2.16 show !he relationship between reduced molar volumes and standard partial
molar \'olumes. Standard partial molar volumes provide measurements for the change in
volume per mole ofcomponent for an infinitesimal addition of solute. In effect. they are
a measure of the solute-solvent interactions occurring at infinite dilution in the mixture,
Table 4.8 lists the values obtained for Y:\lcOll and v"COl from this work based on the
assumptions made in Section 4.4.1. Thc same results are shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.1 7
The standard partial molar volumes for carbon dioxide in methanol were found to be
positive and to increase with increasing temperature. Conversely. the standard partial
molar volumes for methanol in C~ wen: found to be large negative values thai bei:ome
more negative with increasing ternperarure. These large negative valuC$ of V~cOIl arc
e\'idcncc that there is a strong attraction between the methanol and carbon dioxide at
elevated temperatures which results in a high solvation number of CO~ (solvent)
molecules around each methanol (solute) molecule at infinite dilution. This is supponed
by the values of the solvation enthalpies discussed in Section 4.4.3.
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Table 4.8 Summary of the standard panial molar volumes obtained for methanol and
carbon dioxide at 12.3 and 19.8 MPa.
r""p y R x-O.90 V· ..... "'-
ylx~O Y·co~ y",·o:
K cmJmorl cmJ'mor
l cm1·morl cm1morl cm1morl cm1morl
12.3MPa
298.15 -15.07 40.20 26 0.648 51.649 52.3
±i).OJ ±I to.OOJ to.:!
308.15 -54.12 40.5J -8 -0.327 56.583 56.3
±i).07 ±2 :0.006 ~.8
323.15 -81.31 41.30 -642 -12.64 71.631 58.99
±O.06 ±2 ±0.06 ±0.06
373.[5 -894 44.01 -806 -110.422 [75.899 65.5
±, ±50 ±0.3 ±0.2
473.15 -1068 56.50 -1050 ·211.7 287.271 75.6
±4{) ±10 to.1 ±0.2
498.15 -1675 56.75 -1452 -227.4 310.148 82.7
±5 ±20 to. 1 ~.I
523.15 -2056 81.40 -1769 -248.6 332.402 83.8
±6 ±100 to.4 ~.3
19.8MPa
373.15 -235.0 43.14 -168 -33.827 92.458 58.631
to. I ±8 to.OO7 to.OO2
473.15 -686.82 53.95 -763 -112.7 171.579 58.9
±O.O5 ±1O to.7 to.3
498.15 -791.1 57.44 -6SS -121.73 187.516 65.79
to.7 ±IO to.07 ±0.04
523.15 -854 70.04 -699 -119.83 202.718 82.89
±1 tlO to.08 ±0.03
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calculated from experimental data.
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Chapter 5: Molecular Interpretatiun
The sigmoidal excess volume curves obtained at 298.15 K.s; T:s 308.15 K at 1:!.5
MPa are in good agreemenl with the excess enthalpy curves presented in Chapter 3 for
the (CO~ + MeOH) mixtures at 298.15 K and represent data obtained near the critical
curve of pure carbon dioxide. Positive deviations from ideality found between 0.10 :s
.'«:01 :s 0.60 are thought to be indicative of the presence of a methanol hydrogen-bonded
network in the solvent (Hauser et al .. 1996). This network results in an expansion of the
mixture and therefore, a positive excess molar volume. The negative values of V~ found
between 0.75 ~ XCOl:S 0.90 may reflctt the breakdown of the hydrogen-bonded network
as the amount of carbon dioxide in the mixture is increased. At high XCOl the hydrogen-
bonded networks are broken (Hauser et aI., 1996) and the carbon dioxide solvent attracts
the methanol molecules towards itself and a collapse of the mixture results. This
accounts for the negative excess molar volumes in this region.
At temperatures greater than 308.15 K, increasingly large volumetric effects \\"CrC
observed with increasing lemperatures. These may result from the fonnalion of methanol
mullimers and carbon dioxide-methanol aggregates in the methanol-rich regions and of
the strong interactions between the carbon dioxide quadrupoles and the methanol dipoles
in the highly compressible carbon dioxide-rich region (Taylor et aI., 1997). In the
methanol-rich regions it has been proposed by Roskar et al. (1992) that methanol
multimers and carbon dioxide-methanol pair wise aggregates fonn. In the carbon
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dioxide-rich region~. the unusually high quadrupole-dipole interactions between the
moletules may account for the extremely large negative standard partial molar volumes
for methanol. The unusually high solubility of methanol in carbon dioxide at high carbon
dioxide composition is also consistent with the extreme behaviours shown above
(Reighard el al.. 1996).
'20
Cbapter 6: Future Work
This worlt repons measurements of the excess molar enthalpies. H~ for (CO~ -
MeOH) mixtures al 298.15 K made on a newly commissioned microcalorimeter and now
cell. The results have been compared to severallileralure sources.
,
Hm values for Ihis
system are reported by Christensen et al. (1988) to temperatures ab!we 500 K. It would
be beneficial to the lab for the next student to measure H~ values for (CO: - ~"eOH)
mixtures up to 473 K.. the temperature limit of the calorimeter using an oil bath. and to
compare the values with those from Christensen. This would ensure that the
microc:alorimeter and now cell provide accurate data at elevated temperatures.
Experiments were begun on (C02 + aqueous amine) mixtures. also imponant in
gas processing, but were cut short because of lime constraints. Unfonunatcly. pre-
calculations on several amines show that they produce large heats of mixing and cannot
be measured with our microc:alorimeter. However. no volume data were found for (CO:
... amine) mixtures in the literature searches done for this work.. It ""ould be good to find
an amine suitable for measuring on our microcalorimeter. if possible. and (0 carry out a
complete volwnetric study on the mixtures.
Also of interest would be to study heats of mixing and volumes of carbon dioxide
lernary mixlures. such as (COl + H20 + MeOH). This system would compliment the
volumetric and density studies of(MeOH + H20) mixtures performed in our lab by Xiao
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(1997) and those of (ccn ... MeOH) pruentcd here. II would also provide a useful test
system for developing equations of state for polar H·bonded system.
In future work., the densitometer could also be used to detennine bubble points. as
shown in Section 4.3. in order to construct complete critical loci for these mixtures.
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Apptadis I: S<opiDg EIperimellts .. IlIe esc 4400 Isolllium.1 Mkrouktrimeler
.40.1-1 C.libraCio. orC.lorimetu ..d Hil. Press.,.e flow Cells Willi (Walu +
[tll..oI) Mislures
The CSC 4400 isothermal microcalorimeter and the high pressure flow cells were
calibrated by pumping a known binary mixture through !.he calorimeter and measuring
the heats of mixing as a function of now rate. The mixture used was (H10 - EtOH)
having a composition of mole !Taction x ,. 0.5 at T .. 298.15 K and p = 0.4 MPa. This no!
only enabled us to study the effects of now rates on the calorimeter, but also 10
investigate the working range of the instrument.
Because of the growing interest in calorimetric measurements taken at high
temperature and high pressure in laboratories around the \'\'orld. there is a nectl for
reference systems to compare calorimeters in the different laboratories. Christensen et
al .• (1986) have suggested using !.he (H~ + EtOH) system as a reference. since a large
volume of data already exist for this system at ambient temperntures and pressures. His
group has extended this database to temperatures up to 473.15 K and pressures up to 15
MPa, making the (H20 + EtOH) system a useful reference system for calorimetric
studies. An attempt was made here using our new CSC 4400 commercial calorimeter
with highly accurate Isco pumps to reproduce Christensen's data for our (H10 + EIOH)
mixtures.
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Water flowed at a rate of 0.800 cmJ'min" for an hour prior to mixing to cnSUf"(: a
stable baseline. At that time. the second pump was openm to the system and run at a
flow rate of 0.611 cmJ'min" while the now rate from the waler pump was reduced to
0.189 cmJ·min·1 to keep the total flow rate at 0.800 cmJ·min·'. the same as that at which
!he baseline ",-as taken. The microcalorimeter required approximately 20 minutes for thc
mixed solution to produce a stable signal. and was allowm 10 run for a further hour to
produce a long. stable plateau. The signal appeared to be completely flat wilh linle
nuctu.uion and indicated that the heat-nu,'t detectors were saturated. i.e. the heat change
occuning during the mixing process was too large to be measured by the calorimeter (see
Section 2.2.2). The signal appeared to be cut ofT at ± I.I·IO~ ~W. this corresponds to the
working power limit of the microc:alorimeter.
To obtain a meaningful measurement we reduced the molar flow rales of the
pumps and a second trial was attempted using a total flow rate of 0.600 cmJ·min·'. For
this mixture the water pump was NO at 0.142 cm)·min· l and w ethanol pump was set 31
0.458 cmJ·min·1 and a stable plaleau was observed on the instnlment output. Further runs
were carried out at total now ClUes of 0.400 cmJ·min·1 (H~O. 0.095 cmI'min-l ; EIOH.
0.305 cmJ'min") and 0.300 cmJ'min" (H~O. 0.071 cmJ'min'l; EtOH, 0.229 cmJ'min"j
and the signals compared. The calorimeter output signals are shown in Figure A-I
showing the flow rate dependence of the instroment. The signal obtained for the 0.300
cmJ·min·1 run was noticeably more noisy than the results at higher flow rates. Further
measurements at now rates below 0.300 c:mJ'min'l gave results that were 100 noisy to be
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usefl.!l. This may be a result of laminar flow. At low velocity there may not havc been
enough turbulence to ensure that complete mixing WIS occurring inside the calorimeter.
Ifso. the mixing process inside the microcalorimeter mixing chamber may be one where
the two fluids are slowly diffusing into olle another as a result of viscous fingering rather
than quickly mixing. so thaI there was not enough time to achieve a homogeneous
mixture in the small tubular mixing chamber of the instrument. To check the
reproducibility of the CSC 4400 isothennal microcalorimeter. a second run at 0.600
cm"min- l was perl'onned under the same conditions and compared to the first. The
results shown in Figure A-2 show !hat the results obtained for the (H~O + EtOH) mixture
were reproducible.
From the power and the flow rates of the two pumps. we were able to detennine
the molar excess enthalpy. H~ of the mixture. as described in Section 2.4.1. These
results were compared with those obtained by Christensen's group (1987) and showed
agreement to within I % of Christensen's results. The H~ values obtained for the 50-50
mixlure at the various flow rates are listed in Table A-I.
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Figure A-I esc 4400 isothennal mic:rocalorimeter power outpul for a 50-50 (waler ....
ethanol) mixture at 298.15 K and 0.4 MPa as a function of now roues.
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Table A-I Commissioning results for the (water + ethanol) mixture on the esc ~OO
isothermal microealorimeter al XtUO '"' 0.50 and at 298.1 S K and 0.4 ~'1Pa.
Total Flow Rate H;'
cm1·min·1 J'mor l
This Work
>0.6 Saturated Signal
0.6
-412 ±S
0.' -410 ±4
0.3 -399±12
<0.3 Noisy
Christensen et al.. 1986
0.5 -407 ±1
1JS
The flow system designed for use at high temperature and pressure: in this work is
descnbed in Section 2.2.1. Corrosive chemicals were not placed directly inside lhe Isco
pumps. but r.lther inside a Teflon bag contained in a high-pressure cylinder. To check
.....hether the injection system and the microcalorimet.er could produce reliable data for a
carbon dioxide mixture:. we measured the H~ values for the (C02 +- propylene carbomuc I
system for comparison with those reported by Zhao (1996) from measurements made
previously in our lab. The run was done at 298.15 K and 7.5 MPa with total flow rates of
0.300-0.500 cmJ'min' l to ensure that the microcalorimeter signal did not saturate.
As is apparent from Figure A4 3. the microcalorimetcr can reliably reproduce
literature values at high mole fractions of carbon dioxide. Unfonunately. literature values
could not be reproduced at the lower CO2 mole fractions. The discrepancies suggested
lhal the carbon dioxide now rate was too slow to ensure thai complete mixing had
occurred. The problem was further complicated in these mixtures because carbon
dioxide is extremely compressible_ Unless the flow rale of the lseo pump containing tho::
carbon dioxide was fast enough. the carbon dioxide appeared to remain inside the pump
and become more compressed until the pressure: rose enough to force it to mo\·e. The
erratic results suggested that squins of carbon dioxide were coming from the pump rather
than a smooth, continuous now. Increasing the flow rates to overcome this problem
resulted in a heat change that was so large that the microcalorimeter detectors were
saturated and could not detect the change.
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Figure A·] Excess enthalpy results ror the (carbon dioxide + propylene
carbonate) system over the entire mole futction range at 298.15 K and
7.5 MPa. The solid curve represents the solution to the Redlich-Kister
fitting equation for Jian Ping Zhao's experimental poir.ts.
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A.I-3 Sc::opiag Esperimnu o. Sdttled Oil.le Syslems
A.I·3.llatroduc::tio.
Where measurements were possible. lhe results for the (CO! + propylene
carbonate) mixlures agreed well with previous results obtained in OUT lab. This led us to
belie\"e that the microcalorimeter could be successfully used to obtain H~ data for ncar
crilical mixtures if an appropriate system could be found. We also sought to usc it to
study aqueous systems with solubilities in the range of I mol·kg· 1 to 5 mol·kg· l . Several
seoping experiments were carried out 10 find a system of interest for further work.
A.I-3.2(Cuboa Dioxtde + Aq_eous EI~..olamlae)
The use of alkanolamines as acidic gas absorbents was introduced in the 1930's
by R.R. Bottoms (Somsen. 1994). Since thai lime much research has gone inlO the
thermodynamic sludy of (CO:! + amine) mixtures with appJicalions to the gas and oil
industries. Christensen's group ;U Brigham Young UniversilY has been a leader in
developing calorimeters and experimental methods for such studies. This group has
prodUCed eXlensive data on the enthalpies of absorption for the binary mixlures of carbon
dioxide with aqueous dielhanolamine. methyldiethanolamine and diglycolamine solutions
as a function of composili"n. lemperature and pressure. (Sec, for example: Merkley et
.11.,1987)
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Since aqueous monoelhanolamine solutions were used almost exclusively for
many years for the removal of carbon dioxide from natural gas. it was thought that this
would be a good system 10 study with our microcalorimeter. The aqueous ethanolamine
solulions (EA) were prepared by mass to make solutions with molalities of 1.82 mol kg':
and 16.37 molkg· 1 with nanopure water. The ethanolamine solutions were placed inside
Ihe Tellon bag as described previously. The microcalorimeter temperature was set to
298.15 K and the system pressure was maintained at 7.5 MPa. Carbon dioxide 110wing at
0.500 cmJ'min' l was used as the baseline.
A very large thennal effect was obselVed for the (CO~ + aqueous ethanolamine)
system. and the power change generated during the mixing process was too large to be
measured by the microcalorimeter detectors regardless of the totall1ow rates. This would
be a good syslcm to slUdy on a less sensitive instrument than ours, since the mixing
problem associated with slow pump flow rates does not seem to be as severe in this case.
A.I-l.l(Carboa Dioltide + Aqueous Sodium Dodec:)'1 Sulf.ce) Solulioas
Surface active agents, commonly referred to as surfactants, are molecules Ihal
possess both hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups. Above a particular concentration of
surfactant called the Critical Micellar Concentration (CMC), the molecules aggregate
together to fonn spherical ensembles called micelles. The hydrophilic regions of the
micelles extend into water or other polar solvents while the hydrophobic groups cluster
together to form a spherical core. The reverse process happens in non-polar solvents to
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form inverse micelles. This unique property of surfactants to form micelles is being
exploited in supercritical fluid chemislJY as a means of increasing the solubility of CO=-
insoluble molecules in liquid and supercritical carbon dioxide. This is achie\'ed by
solubilizing in Ihe micelles which ~ more soluble in carbon dioxide. Cooper et 31.
(1997) describe how fluorinated dendritic swfactants were used to extract 3 polar ionic
dye from water into carbon dioxide. Another study released by Londono et al. (1997)
also describes the fonnation of micelle formations in supen:ritical carbon dioxide.
Probably lhe most extensively studied surfactant to date is sodium dodccyl
sulfate, or 5DS, and for this reason it was the surfactant chosen for this work. A one
molal aqueous solution of SDS was prepared by mass and placed inside the Teflon bag
compartment of the injection system. The surfactant solution was clear and colourless.
The microcalorimeter temperature was kept at 298.15 K and the system was maintained
at a pressure of7.5 MPa. A casbon dioxide baseline was run at 0.500 cm}·min·1 and then
the flow rate was reduced to 0.250 cmJ·min·1 while the surfactant solution was also
allowed to flow at a flow rate of0.250 cmJ·min·' .
Figure A--4 shows the resulting signal obtained from the microc:alorimeter. The
signal was completely erratic and showed large jumps in the measurements. It .....as first
thought that this was indicative of the fonnation ofbubblcs in.side the microcalorimeter
during the mixing process. However, at the end of the experiment the downstream
pressure vessel was opened, to reveal an extremely thick, white foam that undoubtedly
affected flow rate and back-pressure control. Two weeks ofcontinual flushing ..... ith
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water were required to clean the residual swfactanl out of the injection system. This
suggested that our emalic signals were due to the fonnation of foam that caused largc
pressure drops inside the microcaJorimeter. It was decided not to continue with t~
surfactant expe:rimenlS because the pressure drop associated with our backpressure
control system is inherent 10 its design and will always generate foam.
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Figure A-4 Signal obtained from a one molal aqueous solUlion of 5DS mixed. wilh
carbon dioxide at 298.15 Kand 7.5 MPa.
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A.I-J.4(Carboa Diolide: + Water)
Although not relevant to the applications mentioned in the introduction of this
thesis. the (C01 + H~) system is of importance since it is fundamelllal to many
geochemical processes. Much emphasis has been placed on studying the pVT propenies
and critical locus for this system at elevated temperatures and pressures. panicularly ncar
the critical point of carbon dioxide (Takenouchi iUld Kennedy. \964). Although the
solubility and pVT properties for this system have been well studied. the enthalpy of
solution and heat capacities have not. This provides us with a challenging test case for
our new calorimeter iUld an attempt to study these properties at 298.\5 K iUld 7.5 MPa is
presented in this work.
The signal obtained from the (CO:! + H20) trials is shown on Figure 3.5. Again.
the problem encountered here is one of poor mixing. Due to the low solubility of carbon
dioxide in water (- \ rnoH;g·1 al 10.0 MPa) a large difference in the flo..... rates bclw~n
the two pumps was ~uin:d. This apparently caused the carbon dioxide to flow too
slowly. so that il compressed inside the pump rather than flowing smoothly into the
microcalorimeter. This occurred regardless of the total flow rate used.
A literature search on the system showed that complete miscibilily for this system
could be expected at mole fraclions up to approximately x("o~ = 0.1 at the experimental
temperature and pressure (Takenouchi and Kennedy. 1964). To determine if only a
single phase was present in this system. a viewing cell was connected in-line at the outlet
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of the microcalorimeter.
The procedure for measuring Ihe H~ for (CO:! + H!O) was repeated. this time
with the viewing cell in-line. Once the two nuids had mixed inside Ihe microcalorimeter.
Ihe mixture nowed out of the now cell and enlered the viewing compartment of Ihe
viewing cell. Bubbles wert ObSCTVed thrnugh Ihe sapphire windows, suggesting that a
higher pressure was required 10 achieve a one-phase fluid. The (CO! + H:!O) experiments
Wert ended because the low solubilily of Ihe cariJon dioxide prevented us from
adequately conlrolling the carbon dioxide flow I1ItC.
At this point in the project, it became clear that reliable information for carbon
dioxide mixlures could not be obtained from Ihe mieroc:alorimeter as it had been
purchased. A newly designed flow cell with a longer thermal equilibrium chamber and
an improved mixing chamber was obtained from CSc. As well, a gain switch was added
to the microcalorimeter by CSC to eXlend Ihe working range of the inslrumenL The
results in the next section wert oblained using the improved microcalorimeter.
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Figure A-5 Signal obtained for (carbon dioxide -I- water) at 298.15 Kand 75 MPa.
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Appeadix II: Experimealal resulls for the (CO~ + MeOH) mixtues..
Table A-1 Volumetric results for (CO~ + MeOH) mixtures at 198.15 K and 12.5
MPa.
Xro~ 1000·(p-p·) V.. V•..e V..E/(:\IX~) V••.\tcOt1 Vo,(u:
~ ems·mor' eml·mor' em"mor' em'·mor' em'mor'
1.0 0 51.649
to'<103 :to.D03
0.940 1.688 49.82 -1.135 -20.11 21
:to.DOI :to.03 :tOJ)()1 to.OI :2
0.909 1.740 49.37 -1.238 -15.07 26
to.OO3 ±0.09 :to.002 ±0.03 ±1
0.887 1.790 49.04 ·1.317 -13.18 28
±0.003 ±O.09 ±0.002 ±0.02 ±1
0.849 1.640 48.6 -1.317 -10.33
:to.OO4 to.1 ±0.003 ±0.02
0.799 0.340 48.64 -0.704 -4.39
:to.OO3 to.OS ±O.D08 fO.OS
0.599 -3.130 47.78 0.7364 3.067
:to.DOI :to.OI ±O.OOO2 :to.OOI
0.398 -5.170 46.017 \.2647 5.270 S·UO
to.OOt to.OO9 ±O.OOO3 to.OOI to.OI
0.199 -5.301 43.10 0.6448 4.031 5·U)
:to.OO4 :to.03 ±O.OOOS to.OO3 to.~
0.098 -5.34 41.6 0.310 3.52 54.7
to.03 to.3 :to.D02 fO.02 ±OJ
0 -5.40 40.2
(Expl.) to.03 ±0.2
O{liL) -5.420 40.17
Erton are experimenlOll W\Certainry in measuring t. exeep( fOt errors wocialro ".. ith v ......hl'h;ue
as-=ia.led ....iththe pteSSlltCUlll:eminryofthe$yslem.
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TabIeA-3 Volumetric results for(C~ + MeOH) mixtures at 308.15 Kand 12.:5 MPa
X('o~ l<t{p-p') V... V..E V,/I(Xllld V+•.\.lcOll V'-<'n:
~ ems·mor' ems·mor l ems·mor' ems·mor' em>·mor'
1.0 0 56.582
:to.OO5 to.D05
0.981 2.873 54.3 -1.991 -105.7 -63
10.006 10.1 ±O.OO4 to.2 tlO
0.95] 5.67 52.06 -3.767 -8].6 -39
to.OI 10.09 ±O.OO7 10.1 ±5
0.9]] 7.620 50.59 -4.912 -78.19 -32
±0.005 to.03 10.003 10.05 ±4
0.904 7.37 50.33 -4.707 -54.12 -8
to.OI ±0.07 ±O.OO6 ±0.07 ±2
0.834 8.90 48.5 -5.44 -39.19
to.02 10.1 :to.OI to.08 ±2
0.758 8.940 47.41 -5.292 -28.85
10.009 to.05 ±O.OO5 ±<l.03
0.707 9.050 46.65 -5_137 -25.285
to.OO3 to.02 ±O.OO2 to.D08
0.659 8.2. 46.4 -4.71 -20.94
to.O] 10.2 to.02 to.08
0.559 5.846 46.33 -].193 -12.96
10.008 to.07 ±O.OO4 10.02
0.511 5.46 45.84 -2.901 -11.61
to.OI to.08 ±O.OO5 ±<l.02
0.459 2.880 46.5 -1.37215 -5.53
to.OO8 10.1 10.004 to.02
......Continuedonnext~l:e
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It("o: 100·(p-p") V_ VmE VmE/(XIX~) V+.!>lcOtl VO.(·n=
~ emJ·mol"' cmJ·mor' emJ·morl emJ'mor' em-mol"
--~._--
0.412 2.301 46.2 -0.983 -4.1)60
to.OO5 to.1 to.OO2 to.OO9
0.359 \.950 45.6 -0.727 ·3.16
±O.OO7 10.2 to.OO3 to.OJ
0.309 1.830 44.9 -0.608 -2.845
to.OO6 10.1 ±O.OO2 to.OO9
0.258 1.808 44.1 -0.544 -2.84 54.3
to.OO7 to.2 to.OO2 to.OI =O.:!
0.207 1.710 43.4 -0.439 -2.680 54.:!
10.005 to.! to.OOI to.OO7 -:0.\
0.108 1.620 42.0 -0.296 -H16 53.4
to.OO6 to.1 ±O.OOI .t().01 =O.:!
0.083 1.544 41.7 -0.232 -3.032 53.:!
±0.004 to. I to.OOI 10.008 ±O.I
0.052 1.45 41.2 -0.153 -3.10 53
to.03 10.9 to.003 to.07 01
0 1.27 40.53
(Expt.) to.07 to.OI
0 1.130 40.603
(Lit.)
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TableA-4 Volumetric results for (C<n + MeOH) mixlUres al 323.1 S K and 12.3
MPa
"co, 10-{p-p°) V... V",! V,,,r./{Il\lll) V+,M<OH V+.co:
~cmj·mor' cmJ·mor' cmJ'mol" cmJ·mor' cmJ·mor l
1.0 0 71.631
to.OO6 to.OO6
0.950 6.510 63.89 -6.228 -131.2 -809
tOJK)7 to.07 to.OO6 to. I ±3
0.899 8.460 61.24 -7.344 -81.31 -642
to.OO7 to.OS to.OO6 to.06 ±2
0.870 8.S6O 60.64 -7.036 -62.06 -436
to.OO7 ±O.OS to.ODS to.OS ±1
0.799 13.S6O SS.48 -10.072 -62.83
to.OO7 ±0.03 to.OOS ±a.03
0.749 17.0S2 S2.26 -11.79 -62.86
to.OO7 to.02 to.OI ±O.O3
0.699 19.77 49.77 -12.76 -60.74
to.02 to.06 to.02 to.07
0.600 19.98 48.17 -11.32 -47.16
to.03 to.06 to.02 10.06
0.499 20.42 46.45 -to.DI5 -40.06
to.OI to.03 to.OO4 to.03
0.399 20.IS 45.13 -8.295 -]4.57
to.OI to.02 to.OO9 10.02
0.3S0 19.77 44.61 -7.312 -32.14
±D.02 to.OS to.D02 to.04
...COlllinuedonne~1p~g<,
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0.190 18.350 43.15 -4.216 -26.37 50.51
±O.OO7 ±O.02 to.OO7 to.OI ±0.02
0.100 18.34 41.7 -2.686 -29.76 ~.Sl
to.05 ±O.I ±O.OO7 ±0.08 ±0.12
0 16.12 41.3
(Expt.) ±0.05 to. I
0 16.11 41.315
(LiL)
150

0 47.76 44.02
(Lit.)
2·Phase
0.801 47.7 57.2 -82.4 -513
to.! to. I ±O.l ±I
0.699 47.8 55.5 ·76.8 -366
to.! to.2 ±O.2 ±I
0.599 47.7 53.9 -59.0 -246
M.l to.1 to.l .7
0.499 47.7 55.2 -53.0 -212
±O.5 to.S to.s ±2
IS2
TableA-6: Volumetric results ror(CG.! + MeOHl mixtures at 373.15 K and 19.8 MPa.
xro~ 1et'·(P-p·) v_ v,,.E VmE/(lll X2) V+..'-IcOI1 VQ.co:
g:ciiiT ems·mor' cmJ'mor' emJ·mor' emJ·mor' em··mor'
1.0 0 92.458
±O.OOI ±Q.OOI
0.950 10.75 74.387 -15.591 -326.83 ·267
to.OOI ±0.007 ±O.OOI .0.04 ±1.
0.900 16.900 66.38 -21.150 ·235.0 -168
±O.OO7 to.03 to.OO9 to.1 ±8
0.799 26.780 55.945 -26.633 -166.23
±O.OO4 .0.008 to.OO4 to.02
0.700 28.350 53.22 -24.446 -116.42
±O.OO9 to.02 ±O.OO8 .0.04
0.600 26.660 52.819 -19.9184 -83.002
to.OOI to.OOl to.OOO8 to.OO3
0.481 26.610 50.933 -15.929 -63.81
±O.D05 .0.009 ±O.OO3 fO.OI
0.450 26.741 50.347 -14.993 -60.574
±O.OO2 ±O.()(») ±O.OOI ±O.OO4
0.399 29.12 48.00 -14.86 -61.92
±O.04 to.07 to.02 ±O.O9
0.349 29.19 47.18 -13.22 -58.10
to.05 ±O.07 to.02 .0.09
0.300 28.690 46.709 -11.242 -53.503
to.OO4 ±O.OO7 to.002 to.OO8
0.250 28.570 45.99 -9.489 -50.57 53.5
±O.OO6 fO.OI to.OO2 to.Ol ±O.I
...Conrinued00 OClltp3.ge
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0.100 28.47 43.70 -4.393 -48.65 ~5A
±O.OI ±O.Ol ±O.002 ±O.Ol =0.1
0 26.7 43.1
(Expt.) ±O.I .0.2
0 26.64 43.16
(lil.)
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Table A-7 Volumetric results for (COz+ MeOH) mixtures at 473.15 K and 12.3
MPa.
\.0 0 287.272
±0.004 ±O.OO4
0.968
0.959
0.899
0.800
0.199
0.100
0.050
o
(Expt.)
o
(Lit.)
4.763
±0.004
6.1
±O.4
12.0
±O.4
12.3
±0.5
41.73
±0.06
41.68
±O.06
41.68
.0.05
4\.4
to.05
44.04
217.2
±O.2
204
tl4
156
±S
150
±6
60.36
±O.08
58.32
±0.09
57.27
±O.07
56.5
±O.07
53.97
-62.68
±O.O6
-74
±S
-97
±3
-90
±4
-42.29
.0.06
-16.35
±O.03
-10.84
±0.01
155
-2033
±2
·1894
t120
-1068
140
-569
±20
-264.4
±0.4
·181.7
±0.4
-226.9
±0.3
[-1912)
±Ioo
[-1798'
±Ioo
-1050
±1O
75
±I
71.0
to.8
ContinuedonneXlpJ!;e
2-Phase
0.699 13.8 \38 -7. -377
to.2 ±2 ±\ ±5
0.599 14.0 \56 -69.0 -287
to.3 ±3 ±O.8 ±3
0.500 39.869 68.90 -62.07 -248
±0.OO8 to.OI ±0.02 to.09
0.351 41.61 63.65 -73.69 -323.8
M.O! ±0.02 ±O.O2 to.8
• Square brackets are placed around values with large uncenainties and that showed
questionable behaviour while obtaining their densities.
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Tab1cA-8 Volumetric results ror(C~ + MeOH) mixtures at 473.15 K and 19.8
MPa.
x,.·O! 10"1POP-) V_ VmE V,,.E/(x,X!) V+.~~, V+.ct)!
----g:c;n:r- emj·mor' emj·mor' eml·mor' emS-mor' em-'mor'
1.0 0 111.519
tOJ)OI to.(KH
0.910 7.939 129.96 -38.11 -1317.6 -1444
10.002 10.04 ±O.OI ±OA 140
0.951 14.497 108.14 -51.60 -1222.1 -1312
to.008 to.06 to.03 to.7 ±30
0.900 17.977 98.139 -61.701 -686.82 -763
to.OOI 10.007 ±O.005 ±0.05 ±IO
0.850 22.56 87.58 -66.42 -522.3 -581
10.02 10.07 to.OS to.4 ±.
0.100 ]3.29 68.57 -61.73 -]22.5
to.OI to.OJ to.o3 to.I
U.599 35.704 63.92 -60.58 -252.31
to.OO6 to.oJ ±O.OI ±O.04
0.499 34.192 63.53 -49.118 -196.71
to.OO6 to.OI ±O.OO9 to.03
0.400 35.13 60.60 -40.44 -168.46
to.OI ±O.02 to.02 to.06
0.350 35.659 59.102 -36.074 -158.47
10.004 to.OO6 to.OO4 10.02
0.300 35.612 58.165 -31.095 -148.03 67.97
to.OO4 10.007 to.OO4 to.02 to.OS
...Continutdonne"'l~!:<:
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0.200 35.889 55.958 -21.541 -134.54 63.95
to.OO4 to.OO6 ±O.OO3 ±O.02 to.07
0.100 35.766 54.13 -11.937 -128.85 55.6
to.008 to.OI ±O.OOl to.OJ to. I
0.049 35.86 53.06 -6.767 -142.63 36.0
10.02 to.03 to.OO4 to.08 10.2
0 33.7l 53.95
(Expt) to.02 :to.03
I 36.11 51.87
(Lit.)
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TableA-9 Volumetric results for(C<h + MeOH) mixlures at 498.15 Kand 12.3
MP~
"co, 1000'i:POP-) V_ VmE VwoE'(XlX:) V'_~I<OH V;.c:o:
~ cml·mor' cm:·mor' ems·mor' ems·mar' em-·mor'
1.0 0 310.148
to.OOI to.OOI
0.970 5.166 225.5 -77.1 -2683 [.25491
10.007 to.3 to.1 ±3 H2O
0.951 8.88 188.2 -109.2 -2301 [-213 II
±O.OI to.l to.2 .l .100
0.899 17.95 133.2 -151.3 -[675 -1452
±0.06 to.• ±0.5 ±l ±20
0.849 20.93 120.2 -151.6 -1187 -954
±0.06 tOJ to.4 ±3 ±IO
0.801 27.97 98.7 -160.5 ·1005 -750
to.06 to.2 to_3 ±2 .8
0.750 27.99 972 -149.0 ·794
to.OS to.2 ±O.3 .1
0.700 27.99 95.8 -137.6
.."
to.06 to.l to.3 ±I
0.650 41.37 71.68 -149.17 -656.0
to.OI to.02 ±O.04 to.2
0.599 42.16 69.6 -138.3 -575
to.07 to.1 ±O.2 .1
0.550 41.59 69.24 -126.06 -509.4
±0.01 ±G.02 ±O.04 ±0.2
...Conlinutdonfle.~tp;lge
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'"''
1O"{p-p.) v_ v,/ V...E/(XlX~) Vt.MoOIl V+.cO;
~cmj·morl cm'·mor' cm'·mOr' cm1·mor' em'mor'
0.500 42.31 67.29 -115.1 -460.'
to.06 to.09 to.2 to.•
0.449 41.55 67.\ ·102.5 -414.2
tOJ). to.I to.2 to.7
OAOO 41.59 66.0 ·90.8 -)78.5
to.09 to. 1 to.l to.8
0.350 -41.72 64.80 ·79.38 ·]48.8
to.03 ±O.04 ±O.06 to.l
0.301 41.72 63.73 -67.72 -322.3
to.OI to.02 to.Ol to. I
0.250 41.55 62.9 -S5.80 ·291.4 87
±(I.O' 0.1 ±O.09 to.S ±1
0.200 41.49 6\.84 -43.95 -274.85 90.1
±O.Ot ±O.O2 to.O! ±O.OS .to.)
0.150 41.56 60.69 -32.421 -254.00 94.3
to.OI to.a2 to.OO9 ±O.07 to.)
0.100 41.78 59.39 -20.981 -232.45 101.01
to.Ol to.Ot ±O.OOS to.OS to.02
0.050 44.12 55.98 -11.607 -243.2 79.2
to.OJ to.OJ ±O.OO7 to.2 ±O.5
0 44.33 54.1S
(Expt.) tG.Q3 to.OJ
I 39.43 59.75
(Lit.)
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TableA-IO Volumetric results ror(C<h + MeOH) mixtures a1498.15 K and 19.81\'lPa
:<rn~ 10"1P"P·) V.. V•./ V./I(xlx~) Vt.MeOll V'.r;-U!
---g:cm:r- cmJ·mor' cmJ'mor' cmJ.mor' cmJ·mor' cm'·mor'
1.0 0 187.516
to.002 to.002
0.970 5.197 152.3 -31.36 -1083.7 -994
.0.004 .0.1 to.02 to.8 ±50
0.950 12.91 119.3 -61.7 -1309 -1186
±0.07 .0.6 .0.3 .7 ±20
0.900 17.92 103.44 -71.09 -791.1 -655
±0.02 .0.09 to.06 to.7 ±l0
0.850 17.92 102.0 -66.06 ·519.4 -384
±0.02 .0.1 to.06 to.5 .5
0.800 19.65 96.51 -65.00 -406.4
:10.02 :10.08 ±O.06 .0.3
0.750 21.53 91.2 -63.9 ·341.0
:10.03 .0.1 to.! .0.5
0.699 24.92 83.5 -64.96 -309.3
:10.03 to. I to.09 .0.4
0.599 32.401 70.19 -65.25 ·271.79
to.<>07 :10.01 to.OI .0.06
0.500 32.50 67.95 -54.58 ·218.32
to.OI to.02 ±O.02 to.07
0.400 32.50 65.81 -43.68 ·181.99
to.OI to.02 iO.OI ±0.06
0.351 32.429 64.82 -38.188 -167.78
.0.006 :10.01 to.007 to.OJ
...Colltinuedon~:"(lp;1l:':
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XCo~ 1000·(p-p·) V.. V,,t V,,.€/(XIXl) V+,McOII V+.c(l~
~ cmJ·mOr' cmJ·mOr' cmJ·mOr' cmJ·mOrl cmJ·mcrl
0.]00 ]2.420 6].75 -]2.714 -155.76 78.5
10.008 10.02 10.008 ±O.04 to.2
0.200 ]2.406 61.628 ·21.837 ·136.43 78.38
10.003 to.OO7 to.em to.OJ 10.08
0.100 32.062 59.859 -10.632 -117.75 81.58
to.OO4 ±O.007 ±O.OOt to.01 10.09
0.049 32.132 58.698 -5.2308 -110.308 82.71
10.002 ±O.OO] 10.0003 .0.006 to.05
0 32.]14 57.436
(EXpLl 10.005 ±0.009
1 33.9] 55.82
(lil)
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TableA-11 Volumetric results for (C(h+ MeOH) mixlures at 523.15 Kand 12.3
Mh
"", 10001:pop·) V... V..,.E V ...£/(XlXl) VIjI •.\IeOIt V,.("O~
---g:cm:r- t:m'·mor' cml·mor' cmJ·mor' emJ'mor' em3·mo!"'
\.0 0 332.401
±0.OO2 ±O.OOl
0.950 7.849 205.8 -114.02 -2404 [-22031
to.005 >0.1 to.08 ±2 ±100
0.900 21.97 121.6 -185.6 -2056 [-1769j
to.07 to.4 to.6 ±6 ±IOC)
0.849 23.750 114.12 -ISO.59 -1415.4 -1121.6
to.OO9 >0.04 to.07 >0.' ±20
0.801 25.35 107.8 -174.5 -1093
to.03 >0.1 >0.2 ±\
0.750 25.503 105.870 -163.77 -873.43
to.002 to.OO9 ±O.OI to.07
0.699 25.57 104.1 ·152.9 -728
to.03 >0.\ to.1 ±\
0.651 26370 100.545 -144.123 -633.94
to.002 >0.006 to.OO9 ±O.04
0.601 26.69 98.3 -133.9 ·558.2
to.04 to. I >0.2 to.7
0.550 26.359 97.551 -125.34 -506.52
to.D02 >0.008 to.OI >0.04
0.500 26.14 96.' -115.3 -461.0
to.03 to.\ to. I >0.6
...ConrinUC'donne....lp;ag~
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0.451 25.334 97.02 -105.23 -425.2
to.OO6 to.02 to.02 ~.I
0.400 25.32 955 -95.1 -396.2
to.04 to.2 to. I to.6
0.350 25.37 93.8 ·80.9 -355
to.07 to.3 to.2 ±I
0.250 27.799 85.373 -60.981 ·324.95
±0.002 ±O.008 to.OO5 to.02
0.200 26.02 87.7 -53.3 -333.2
to.07 to.2 to.1 fO.7
0.150
0.100
0.050
o
(Expt.)
I
(lit.)
26.107
10.006
26.26
10.06
26.411
10.006
25.14
10.06
30.65
86.00
±O.02
84.2
10.2
82.32
10.02
81.4
to_I
13.00
-43.891 -313.69
to.OO8 to.06
-27.41 -303.6
to.Os to.5
-12.380 -259.19
±O.002 to.05
164
35.76
=0.09
-6\.3
to.l
-168.0
to.3
TableA-12 Volumetric results for (COz + MeOH) mixtures at 523.15 K and 19.8 M?a
X,02 1O~.(p-p.) V•• VmE VmE/{XIX2) V;.M.oU V4>.{l)~
----g:cm:r- ems'morl cmJ'mor' emJ'marl cmJ'mor l cm~-morl
1.0 0 202.72
±O.02 ±O.02
0.950 10.29 135.7 ~60.6 -1282 -1149
±O.OJ ±<l.4 to.2 ±4 t40
0.900 16.29 112.7 -76.8 -854 -699
±O.O3 to.2 ±O.! ±I ±IO
0.850 20.167 100.82 -82.06 -645.1 479
±O.OD5 to.03 ±0.O2 ±D.2 ±I
0.800 19.91 100.0 -76.21 -476.5
±O.O2 ±O.I ±D.08 ±0.5
0.750 20.64 96.86 -72.73 ·388.2
±O.O2 to.08 ±0.06 to.3
0.699 23.30 89.79 -7J.12 -348.1
±O.02 to.08 to.07 ±0.3
0.650 23.63 87.8 -68.46 -300.9
±O.O3 ±<l.1 to.09 to.4
0.599 25.69 82.7 -66.86 -278.5
±D.03 to. I to.08 ±OJ
0.549 25.68 81.5 -61.50 -248.5
±O.OJ to.1 ±D.07 to.3
0.500 25.69 80.23 -56.20 -224.8
±O.O2 ±<l.06 ±<l.04 ±O.2
0.451 25.69 78.98 -50.84 -205.4
to.03 ±O.09 ±O.06 to.l
...Conlinuedonnc.~Ip.1gc
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0.400
0.351
O.JOO
0.250
0.200
0.150
0.100
0.049
o
(Expt.)
I
(Lit.)
15.69
to.OI
15.69
to.OJ
25.48
.0.04
25.082
1:0.006
25.08
1:0.04
24.498
to.007
14.77
to.OJ
14.78
to.OI
24.04
to.OJ
JO.04
77.70
to.OJ
76.44
to.09
75.5
.0.1
74.88
1:0.02
7J.6
to.1
72.48
.0.02
71.50
to.08
70.10
to.OJ
70.04
.0.09
61.91
45.4J -189.26
to.02 :to.08
-40.07 -176.1
to.05 :to.2
-J4.J5 -163.6
to.05 to.l
-18.371 -151.19
to.OO7 ±0.04
-22.99 -14J.7
to.04 to.2
-17.520 -137.09
:to.OD5 to.04
-11.85 -131.2
:to.OI to.l
-6.456 -136.15
to.OO2 to.05
166
-116
12
-202.2
:to.6
-373
='



